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TAKE PRECAUTION FOR COVID -19  1 

 

PHYSICS  
Use the following information to answer question 1-4 

1. In the experiment to determine the density of materials of one hundred shilling 
coins the following were the results 

Diameter (d) of the coin = 2.2cm 
Thickness (t) of the coin = 0.22cm 

Table of results 

 
 
 

a. Plot a graph of mass of the coin (vertical axis) against number (n) of the coins 
(horizontal axis) on the graph 

b. Determine the slope S of the graph 
2. What is the physical meaning of the slope?

 
3. Find the density of the material of the coins where by 

 

D  
  4S   

d 2t
4. If the beam balance registered 2.3kg when measuring the mass of the fish and 

the zero reading of the beam balance was 0.4kg, what was the true value of the 
mass of the fish? 

5. A block of wood with volume of 24cm
3 

has a mass of 48grams. Calculate;- 

(a)     Its density    
(b)   Its relative density 

6. Write three differences between 

mass and weight. 

7. Haji has a mass of 72kg. What is 

the weight of Haji? 

8. An object weight 800N on the earth’s surface. If it was 

taken to another planet of gravitational force of 2N/kg, 

what would be its weight and its mass? 

9. What do you understand by the following terms 

(a) Work        (b)       Energy            (c)       Power 
 

10. Calculate the power of a pump which can lift 200 kg of water through a vertical 

height of 6 m in 10 seconds. 

11. A 1000 kg car is travelling down the road at a speed of 15 m/s. How much 

kinetic energy does it have? 

12. Explain why does a balloon rise in air? 

13. Briefly explain why does ship sink deeper in fresh water than in sea water? 

14. Explain why a piece of solid steel sinks while a steel sphere floats in water 

15. A body dipped in a liquid experiences an upthrust. State the factors on which 

the upthrust depends. 

16. While floating, what can you conclude about the weight of the body upthrust 

and apparent weight of floating body? 

Number of coins, n 2 5 8 11 14 

Mass, m of the coins (g) 15 45 70 104 125 
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17. When a solid X is completely immersed in a liquid A, the mass of the liquid 

displaced is found to be 28g. When the solid X is completely immersed in 

water, the mass of water displaced is found to be 10g. Calculate;- 

a) The density of liquid A 

b) The displaced volume of liquid A 

c) Volume of the solid X 

18. When a wooden block floats in water, it displaces 0.006m
3
, find the weight of 

the block when it is in air. 

19. An iceberg of density 920kg/m
3 

floats in sea water of density 1030kg/m
3
, 

what percentage of the volume is submerged? 

20. Distinguish between distance and Displacement 

21. Provide one example of the law of inertia of a body. 

22. What mass will be given to a body with an acceleration of 7 m/s2 by a Force 

of 3N? 

23. Briefly explain the motion of an object under gravity by taking an example 

of a ball thrown straight up into the air. 

24. A car with a velocity of 60 km/h is uniformly retarded and brought to rest 

after 10 seconds. Calculate its acceleration. 

26.  A small object was kicked vertically upwards from the ground with initial velocity 

of 40m/s. Sketch the distance-time graph and velocity-time graph for the whole 

motion of the object until it reaches the ground. 

27. How high did the object in Qn 26 moved? And how long will it take for the body 

to be in air? 

28. State the law of conservation of momentum. Explain why the   recoiling velocity 

of a gun is much less than the velocity of the bullet? 

29. An arrow of mass 100g is shot into a block of wood of mass 400g lying at rest on 

the smooth surface of an ice rink. If at the moment of impact the arrow 

travelling horizontally at 15m/s, calculate the common velocity after impact. 

30. Explain the meaning of uniform acceleration and deduce the expression for the 

velocity v acquired in a distance s , by a body which starts from rest and 

subjected to a uniform acceleration a . 

31. A train, starting from rest accelerates uniformly so that it attains a speed of 

48km/h in 2min. It travels at this speed for 5min, and is then brought to rest 

with a uniform deceleration in 3min. Find the total distance travelled by the train. 

32. State Pascal’s principle of pressure 

33. What are the three factors that affect the liquid pressure? 

34. Calculate the area of an object if the pressure exerted is 0.2 N/m2 and its force 

is 2 N. 

35. Explain four situations in which pressure is applied 

36. Explain why it is easier to cut a piece of meat by using a sharp knife than when 

using blunt knife? 

37. A patient is to get an injection. If the point of the needle has a cross-sectional 

area of 0.000001m
2 

and the nurse exert force of 0.5N, what pressure does the 

needle tip produce on the skin of the patient? 
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38. A force of 5N is applied to the smaller piston of a hydraulic press. If the smaller 

piston has a cross sectional area of 0.001m
2 

and the large piston has a cross 

sectional area of 0.01m
2
, find the force produced on the large piston. 

39. Define the following terms (i) Pressure (ii) Thrust 

40. Distinguish the following terms (i) Cohesion and adhesion (ii) Elastic material and 

plastic material. 

41. Outline two applications of diffusion. 

42. An object of mass 5000g hangs from the spring. If the force constant of the 

spring is 25N/m, how far (in metre) would the spring stretched? 

43. State the law of polarity. 

44. Use clear diagram to illustrate the law of polarity. 

45. By using diagram briefly explain how neutral point can be formed. 

46. Outline three applications of earth’s magnetic field 

47. Light is a form of energy. State any two characteristics of it which can be 

distinguished from other forms of energy. 

48. With the aid of a diagram, state the laws of reflection 

49. How many images can be formed if two mirrors are set? (i)At angle of 60
o 

(ii) 

parallel to each other. 

50. State the principle of moments. 

51. Explain briefly why the compartments are placed at the bottom of the bus. 

52. Distinguish between stable equilibrium and unstable equilibrium. 

53. A metre rule is pivoted about a point O as shown in below and it is balanced by 

a load of 0.2 N. Calculate the mass of the rule. 

 

 
 

54. A uniform wooden bar AB of length 120cm and weighing 1.20N rests on two 

sharp edged supports C and D placed 10cm from each end of the bar 

respectively. A 0.20N weight hangs from a loop of thread 30cm from A and 

0.90N weight hangs similarly 40cm from B. Sketch  a  diagram  showing  the  

arrangement  of  forces  then  finds  the  reactions  at  the supports. 

55. What are the uses of the following devices? (i) Manometer (ii) Hare’s apparatus 

(inverted U-tube) (iii) U-tube (iv) Barometer 

56. Why a big Elephant manages to walk comfortably in muddy soil without sinking 

while a human being may sink easily? 

57. Draw a well labeled diagram which demonstrates that liquid pressure depends on 

depth. 

58. Mention three uses of current electricity. 

59. State Ohm’s law. 

60. What factors do the resistance of the conductors depends on? 

61. Will the current flow more easily through thick or thin wire of the same 

material when connected to the same source? 
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62. In the circuit below find (i) total resistance of the circuit (ii) the current 

flowing in the circuit 

 
 

63. Why  is  it  advised  to  connect  bulbs  in  parallel  arrangement  during  

installation  of electricity in most buildings? 

64. Form one students at Dodoma Secondary School who were conducting an 

experiment to verify Ohm's Law in the laboratory, were given the following 

instructions: Connect in series a resistor R, a battery B of two cells, a 

switch K, an ammeter A and rheostat S. Then connect a voltmeter V across 

resistor R. Draw a well labeled circuit representing this experiment. 

65. Define the following terms (i) Clinical thermometer (ii) Six’s thermometer 

66. List down two precautions during the use of clinical thermometer 

67. Convert the following units of temperature (i) 58
o
C to 

o
F (ii) 100

o
C into 

O
f 

68. Explain why water wet the glass while mercury does not? 

69. What do you understand by Brownian movement 

70. When you open a bottle of a perfume in front of the class, a few minutes the 

smell reaches the whole class. Explain why this happens. 

71. State Hooke’s law. 

72. Give three uses and applications of elastic materials. 

73. Hooke’s law and describe how you would test its validity for a spiral spring. 

74. A spring balance has a scale pan of 0.4N weight attached to it. A load of 2.0N 

placed on the pan extends the spring 24mm from its original unstretched 

length. Calculate the load on the scale-pan when the extension is 16mm. 

75. Use the following table gives the results of extension of a spring under tension 

to answer question. 

Force (N) 0 4 8 12 16 20 

Extension (cm) 0 2 4 6 8 10 

 
a) Plot a graph of Force against extension 
b) Find the force constant of the spring. 
c) What would be the value of extension when the value of force is 10N? 

76. If the force is 200N do you think that the value of extension will be 100cm? Give 

explanation. 

77. Why is that, a needle may float on clean water but sink when detergent is added 

to the water surface? 

78. Give two evidences that show there is the force of attraction between molecules. 

79. Explain how the roots of plants take in the water.  

80. A car advertisement claims that headlights of a new car can see around 

corners. Why is this statement untrue? 
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81. State and explain what will happens to the gold leaf, when the following are 

placed, near the plate of a positively charged electroscope: 

(a)      An ebonite rod after rubbed with fur 
(b)     A negatively charged body 

82. Sketch the electric field in the diagram below. A is a negatively charged spherical 

conductor and B is earthed metal plate. 

 
 

83. Explain, how can you make a simple plane mirror? Give the steps 

84. You are designing a Barbershop with two large plane mirrors. What can be done 

in order to form five images of the customer using those two mirrors? 

85. Draw a diagram of a single-string pulley system with a velocity ratio of 4. 

86. If the efficiency of a single-string pulley system of velocity ratio 4 is 75%, what 

effort is required to raise a block of weight 300N? 

87. The diagram below shows a simple machine B which has to be used to pull the 

packing case 2000N into the car by the effort of 500N. Calculate the efficiency of 

machine B. 

 
88. Distinguish between vector and scalar quantity. Give four examples of each. 

89. State which of the following are vectors and which one are scalars; length, time, 

mass, weight, volume, density, speed, velocity, acceleration, force, momentum, 

pressure, temperature, energy, relative density, mechanical advantage and area. 

90. A velocity of magnitude 40m/s is directed at an angle of 40o east of    

north. Represent this velocity on a graph A car travels 3km due to north, 

then 5km north east. Represent these displacements graphically and 

determine the resultant displacement. 

91. State the parallelogram law of forces, and the triangle law of forces. 

92. Two forces, one of 12N and another of 24N, act on a body in such a way 

that they make an angle of 30
o 

with each other. Find the           

resultant of the two forces.  

93. A car travelling due north at 45km/h. It turns and then travels due to 

east at 72km/h, find the magnitude and direction of the resultant 

velocity of a car. 

94. Explain, with example, terms “relative velocity” and “resultant velocity”. 
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95. Two cars A and B are moving along a straight road in the same direction 

with velocities of 25km/h and 40km/h, respectively. Find the velocity of 

car B relative to car A. 

96. Two aircraft P and Q are flying with the same speed. The direction along 

which P is flying is at right angles to the direction along which Q is flying. 

Find the magnitude of the velocity of aircraft P relative to aircraft B. 

97. An aircraft heads north-west at 320km/h relative to the ground. The wind 

velocity is 80km/h from the south. Find the velocity of the aircraft relative to 

the ground. 

98. A mass of 3kg hangs at the ends of a string. Find the horizontal forces 

needed to pull the mass sideways until the string is 30
o 

to the vertical. Find 

also the tension in the string. 

99. What is the normal reaction of a body of mass 10kg placed on an inclined 

plane of angle 30
o
? 

100. A concrete block of mass 10kg rests on a table. It is found that when a 

horizontal force of 4kg weight pulls the mass, it just begins to slide on the 

table. Find the coefficient of static friction. 

101. A block of wood rests on a slopping plank which makes an angle of 31
o 

with 

horizontal. If the block suddenly begins to slide downhill, what is the 

coefficient of static friction? 

102. A loaded trailer weighing 10kg is being towed across level ground. The 

coefficient of dynamic friction is 0.25. What is frictional force on the trailer? 

103. A block of wood just slides without acceleration down an inclined plane of 25
o 

to the horizontal. What is the coefficient of dynamic friction? 

104. A body of mass 40kg is placed in an inclined plane with the angle of 

inclination with horizontal of 40
o
. If the body is held from slipping by friction, 

calculate the normal reaction and the friction. 

105. How will you distinguish curved mirrors (give three pointsDistinguish between 

real image and virtual image. Explain how a concave mirrors can be give either 

kind of image. Illustrate using a ray diagram. 

110. Mention three points to be considered when drawing a ray diagram to show 
the formation of images on a concave mirror. 

111. Show on a ray diagram the centre of curvature, axis, pole and principal focus 
for concave spherical mirror. 

112. Using a scale diagram determine the nature, position and size of image formed 
when 2cm object  tall is placed 6cm in front of concave mirror of radius of 
curvature 20cm 

113. Describe how you would obtain magnified, virtual and erected image by 
using concave mirror. 

114. State one example of the use of convex mirror and indicate why it is 
preferred to a plane mirror. 

115.     Give two reasons why convex mirrors are frequently used as driving mirrors. 
116. A concave mirror of radius of curvature 20cm forms an erect image 30cm from 

the mirror and 5cm. high. Find the position and the size of the object and show 
with a scale diagram how the image is formed. 

117. Draw a ray diagram to show how a spherical mirror can produce a real 
diminished image of an object. 

118.     Explain the statement “the refractive index of glass is 1.5” 
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3 

4 

4 

119. In an experiment carried out with a rectangular glass block of perspex, the 
following readings were obtained;- 

 

Angle of incidence i 
22

o
 28

o
 33

o
 38

o
 41

o
 

Angle of refraction r 
15

o
 18

o
 21

o
 27

o
 26

o
 

Use the information above answer questions (119-123) 
120. Complete the table by finding the value of sin i and sin r . 

121. Plot a graph of sin i against sin r 

122. Use the graph, determine which reading was measured and recorded 

incorrect. 

123. From the graph, find the refractive index of perspex. 

124. What will be the angle of refraction (to the nearest degree) when the 

angle of incidence is 45
o
? 

125. State the laws of refraction of light. 

126. Describe simple experiment on how will you determine the refractive 

index of a glass using the following apparatus; glass block, optical pins, drawing 

pins, white sheet of paper, protractor and drawing body. 

127. Diagram below shows a slab of glass of uniform thickness, lying 

horizontally. Above it is a layer of water. A ray of light PQ is incident upwards 

on the lowest surface of the glass and is refracted successively at A, B and C, 

the points where it crosses the interfaces. 

 
 

Calculate angle x ,  y and refractive index for light passing from water to glass. 

(Refractive   index of glass is 2  , refractive index of water is 3   ) 

128. Draw a ray diagram to show why a pool of water appear to be only three-

quarter of its real depth when viewed vertically from above? 

129. Find the critical angle of the medium of refractive index 1.65. 

130. Explain why a stick partly immersed in water and placed obliquely to the 

surface, appears bent at the surface. 

131. A small object is placed at the bottom of beaker containing a liquid of 

refractive index 3  to a depth of 10cm. a pin is placed horizontally above the 

beaker is adjusted until there is no parallax between the image of the pin formed 

by reflection of the liquid surface and the image of the object. What is the height 

of the pin above the liquid surface? 

132. What is meant by critical angle of a medium? 
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133. How would you find the refractive index and critical angle of a spacemen? 

134. What is mean by the total internal reflection? 

135. Mention two conditions for a total internal reflection to occur. 

136. Name two practical applications of total internal reflection. 

137. On warm sunny days tarmac roads often appear to be covered with a 

pool of water some distance ahead, which disappear when approached. How do 

you explain this? 

 

BIOLOGY 
1. (a) What is the difference between Natural classification and artificial 

classification? 
a. (b) Why is classification important? 

2. Briefly explain five useful economic importance of Kingdom Fungi. 
3.  (a) List out five general characteristic of phylum Basidiomycota.  

a. (b) What are the difference between Ferns and Fungi? 
4. Give the scientific names of the bacteria that cause the following diseases. 

(a) Cholera 
(b) Syphilis 
(c) Tetanus 
(d) Tuberculosis 

5. List out two distinctive feature of division Filicinophyta and write down one 
example of organism belongs to this division. 

6. Write down two advantage and two disadvantage of mosses. 
7. What do you understand the term nutrition? 
8. Outline the importance of nutrition in living things. 
9.  Identify six components of balance diet and their functions in human body. 
10. The diagram below shows the human alimentary canal and associated organs. 

Study it and answer the questions that follow: 
 

 
 
 

(a) Name the part labelled A-M 
(b)  
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i. Name the secretion produced by the parts 
labelled A, the enzyme it contains, the food it act 
on and the product of the reaction. 

ii.  Name two enzymes secreted by the part 
labelled E and the substrates they act on. 

iii. What substance is produced by the part labelled 
C and what is its role in   digestion. 

iv.  State the adaptation of the structure labelled G 
which makes it suitable for   absorption of 
digested food. 

11. With the aid of well labelled diagram state the functions of external structure of a 
leaf. 

12. (a) Differentiate between food processing and food storage. 
(b) Briefly explain five traditional methods of food preservation. 

13. What is the role of each of the following structure of the leaf during 
photosynthesis? 
(a) Chlorophyll 
(b) Guard cell 
(c) Xylem vessel 
(d) Phloem  

14. Briefly explain biotic and abiotic component of the environment. 
15.  List out at least five importance of the natural environment 
16. What are the differences between predation and parasitism? 
17. (a) Explain the importance of nutrient circulation. 

(b) Outline the ways through which carbon element is released back to the 
atmosphere. 

18.  Explain the importance of food chain and food web in real life situation. 
19. Briefly discuss the role played by each of the following in an ecosystem. 

(a)Green plants. 
(b)Bacteria and fungi. 

20. State two ways through which nitrogen is made available to the plant. 
21. Explain the meaning of: 

(a) Diffusion 
(b) Osmosis 
(c) Mass flow. 

22. Explain four factors affecting the rate of osmosis. 
23. What are the role of diffusion in living organisms? 
24. Distinguish between the following terms: 

(a) Hypertonic solution and hypotonic solution 
(b) Plasmolysis and haemolysis   

25. Draw a large well labelled diagram of internal structure of the mammalian heart, 
then answer the following questions: 

26. which structure (i)  separate oxygenated blood from deoxygenated blood 
                                             (ii)  Prevent backward flow of blood in the pulmonary 
vein. 

27. Outline five difference between arteries and veins. 
28.  How is leucocytes fight against infection and diseases in human body? 
29. Why an individual with blood group O is said to be universal donor while an 

individual with        blood group AB is said to be universal recipient.   
30. Mention any three diseases of the lymphatic system. 
31.  Distinguish between monocots roots and dicots roots using arrangement of 

vascular bundle. 
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32. Identify factors affecting rate of gaseous exchange in mammals. 
33.  (a) Define the term respiration 

(b) What are the importance of respiration in living organism? 
(c)  Briefly discuss the causes, symptoms, and treatment and prevention measure 

of 
tuberculosis, 

34. Explain the relationship between HIV and AIDS and respiratory diseases. 
35. Match the organ or mode of gaseous exchange with organism in which the organ 

or mode of gaseous exchange is found in. 

A. Internal gills P. Spider 

B. Trachea system Q. Fish 

C. External gills R. Insect 

D.Cutaneous  
     exchange   

S. Earthworm 

36. Discuss the following questions briefly. 
(a)What unit and instrument would you use to measure: 

(i) Time 
(ii) Mass 
(iii) Temperature 
(iv) Length. 

(b)Write down the way of taking proper care of microscope. 
37. Identify components of the First Aid Kit and their uses. 
38. Demonstrate the procedures on how to give first aid to a victim of electric shock. 
39. Briefly explain causes, symptoms, prevention and effect of HIV and AIDS in our 

society. 
(a) What is the meaning of cell differentiation? 
(b)  What are the similarities between animal cell and plant cell? 

40. Fill in the blank   
(a) ____________________ Is the number of times an adult’s heart beats per 

minutes. 
(b) The process by which living things feed on materials from the environment is 

known as___________________ 
(c) The relation between organisms and their environment is 

called_____________ 
(d) ________is the movement of carbon dioxide across the respiratory surface. 
(e) Root nodes are found in__________ plants. 
(f) State of physical, mental and social well –being is called________. 
(g) ________Is a condition that interfere with the health of the body. 
(h) Organism such as flies, mosquitoes and lice which spread pathogens and 

causing diseases are called______________. 
(i) __________are the diseases which can be spread from one person to another. 
(j) A disease caused by bacteria and spread through contaminated food or water 

and lead to diarrhoea and vomiting, are known as__________. 
41. Matching items from list B with those in List A 

  

LIST A LIST B 

i. Short, repeated, noisly intake of air…….. 
ii. Burn something until it is completely 

                destroyed…… 

A. Puberty 
B. Epidemic 
C. Pandemic 
D. Adolescence 
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iii.  Is the stage when children begin to a 
mature   

         biologically, physiologically and 
socially………. 

iv.   Communicable disease that affect large 
number  

         of people in a short  period of time… 
v.  Jelly like substances made up of water 

and dissolved chemical substance….. 

E. Burning 
F. Hiccups 
G. Muscle 

crump 
H. Cytoplasm 
I. Nucleus 
J. Incineration 

42. Explain one function of the following: 
(a)Petri dish 
(b)Motor and pestle 
(c)Hand lens 
(d)Thermometer 

43. (a) What is laboratory? 
                (b) What unique things make Biology laboratory different from other school  
                      facilities? (Mention three things. 

44. (a) What is tissue 
(b)Name two animal and plant tissue. 

45. (a)  Briefly explain two distinctive feature of Division coniferophyta. 
(b)Explain two advantage and disadvantage of Pine tree. 

46. Mention two classes of Division Angiospermophya. 
47. With the aid of diagram explain five distinctive features of classes of 

Angiospermophta. 
48.  What are the difference between movement and locomotion? 
49. State five the importance of movement and locomotion in animals. 
50. State and briefly explain the three types of skeleton. 

i. Give specific example of movement at the following levels: 
ii. Organism level 
iii. Organ level 
iv. Cell level 

51. Why would movements such as walking be impossible without a hard skeleton? 
52. (a) What is the role of thoracic cage? 

(b) Briefly explain adaptation of thoracic vertebrae to its function. 
53. Discuss the main functions of human skeleton. 
54. Name the cartilage found between the vertebrae. 
55. What two adaptations do movable joints have to their functions? 
56. What material makes up the external ear and the nose? 
57. Study the diagram below and answer the questions that follow: 
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(a) What is the name of bones labelled X and Y. 
(b) Name the type of joint and state on characteristic of such joint. 
(c) Name the part labelled A, B, C, D and E. 
(d) State any one part of your body does this joint found. 

58.  State three structural differences between muscles found in alimentary canal and 
the muscles lining the skeletal system. 

59. Define the following terms: 
(a) Tendon 
(b) Ligament 

60. Complete table 2 bellow by writing the location of the given joint. 

JOINT LOCATION IN THE BODY 

Hinge  

Pivot  

Gliding  

61. tate four types of tropism. 
62. Define the term ‘growth curvature’. 
63. 54. Explain causes muscle crump. 
64. Biceps and triceps are antagonistic muscle. Explain this statement. 
65.  What role does light play in movement in plants? 
66. Define the following terms: 

a. Stimuli (give three examples) 
b. Receptor (give one example 
c. Effector (give one example) 
d. Response (give three example) 
e. Irritability 

67. Outline the importance of coordination in organism. 
68. What are the difference between hormonal and nervous system? 
69. Distinguish between external and internal environment. 
70. What is the difference between sensory neurone and motor neurone? 
71. Draw a well labelled diagram of intermediate neurone. 
72. How are following parts of neurone adapted to their function? 

f. Myelin sheath 
g. Dendrites 
h. Nodes of Ranvier 

73. Distinguish features between a simple reflex action and a conditioned reflex 
action. 

74.  Give three examples of simple reflex action. 
75. Distinguish between: 
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i. Ventral and dorsal root. 
j. (b)Optic, olfactory and auditory nerves. 

76. State the function of the following: 
k. Autonomic nervous system. 
l. Somatic nervous system. 

77. What are the main parts of human brain? List them and briefly describe the major 
functions of each part. 

78.  Briefly explain why pituitary gland is called master gland. 
79.  Name the main organ in our body regulated by the medulla oblongata. 
80. What are the two division of human nervous system? What components make up 

each division? 
81.  What is synapse? 
82.   Name the sense organs found in a human body and state the function of each. 
83.  Outline the adaptations of the human inner ear to its function. 
84.  Study the diagram below and answer the following questions: 

 
 (a)Name the parts labelled A to G. 
(b) State the function of labelled part K, L and M. 

85.   Write an essay on Bilharzias using the following outline 
86. (i)Causative agent 

(ii)Transmission of diseases 
87.  (a) State the cell theory 

(b)Draw plant and animal cell 
(c)Identify 4 differences between animal cell and plant cell. 

88. Describe the sequence of events that take place in the nervous system when the 
hand is withdrawn with needle. 

89. Study the diagram below then answer the following questions 
(a) Mention a trophic level represented by each letter in the diagram bellow:  

E 

D 

C 

B 

A 

 
A……………………………………. 
B……………………………………. 
C……………………………………. 
D…………………………………… 
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E…………………………………… 
(b) Give the meaning of the following: 
       (i) Digestion 
       (ii) Egestion 
       (iii) Ingestion 
       (iv) Assimilation 

90. What do you understand by the term Neurone? 
91. Outline 4 features of respiratory surface 
92. Name the locomotory structure used by the following organism 

(a) Euglena 
(b) paramecium 
(c)Amoeba 

93. Give out the name of nerves arise from the brain 
94. Why the cell body of  motor neurone is inside the spinal cord while that of sensory 

neurone is not inside the spinal cord? 
95. State one difference between plant and animals using the following sub-headings: 

(i) mode of nutrition 
(ii) Growth 
(iii) Movement 

96. State the role of pigment to the organism to which they occur: 
(i) chlorophyll 

(ii) haemoglobin 
(iii) melanin 

97. Write an essay on the economic importance of bacteria 
98. Write an essay on transpiration using the following guidelines: 

 Meaning transpiration 
 Type of transpiration 
 Internal factors affecting transpiration 
 Significance of transpiration 

 
 

BASIC MATHEMATICS 
1. (a) Express 0.96 in the 

a

b
 where a and b are integers such that b ≠ o. 

(b) A shopkeeper sold 292 t- shirts at the price of sh. 6950. 

 
2. It logy + 2 log (3x +1)=1 express y in terms of x 

3. Simplify  
√7

7+5
 by rationalizing the denominator 

4. If m*n=m + 4n Find x given that 3* (x*1)=27 
5. There are 48 men at a meeting whom 24 are teachers 36 are parents and 16 are 

both teachers and parents by using Venn diagram. Find the number of men who 
are neither teachers nor parents 

6. Find the equation of the line through points (4,6) and the point (2,4) 
7. A bus travels 240km using 16 litres of diesel how many litres of diesel are 

needed to drive 90km 
8. If n (A)=5 , n(B)=12 and n (AnB) =6 Find  

(i) n(AuB)  
 

(ii) n(AnB) if n(u)= n(AUB)  
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9. A radio is bought for Tsh 400,000 and sold for Tsh 500,000 Find-: 
(i) The profit made 
(ii) The percentage profit  

10. Find the time in which Tsh 300,000 will earn an interest of sh. 60,000 if the 
interest rate is 10% per annum. 

11. A ladder leans against a wall if the ladder reaches 12m up the wall and its foot is 
9m from the vase of the wall find the length of the ladder 

12. If  f(x) = ax+b find a and b if f(i)=12 and f(-6)=-2 

13. Given that A and B are complementary angles and sine A= 
3

5
 Find tan B (leave 

Answer in improper fraction) 
14. What must be added to x2 + 8x to make the expression a perfect square  
15. Find two consecutive numbers whose product is 195 
16. Without using tables, evaluate (9875)2 – 9757 x 9865 and write your answer in 

standard form 

17. Solve the inequality {
𝑥

2
  -  

3

4
  }  ≥ 1 

18. Find the solution set of the system   
 
 

Log (x + y)=o 
2logx=log (y+1) 
 

19. Given that 
(i) V2 = U2 +2as make U as a subject 

(ii) S= ut + 
1

2
  at 2 make t as a subject 

20. Simplify -:  

(i) √3 x √2 

(ii) √3 x √12 
21. Given that 92n =2 evaluate 5 – 6a6n  
22. Find the value of x and y given that 22x+1 = 42y-y = 64 
23. Simplify m6 n-4 m-2 n-3 and given your answer with positive exponents 
24. Simplify each of the following  

(i) 
40𝑥2 𝑦3

10𝑥 4𝑦
         (ii) 

18𝐾5 𝑚4 𝑛3

6𝑘3 𝑚2 
 

(ii)  

25. Simplify 
1

2− 
√3     + 

13

4+ 
 √3 

 
26. Change 0.01 into fraction 

 
(i) Solve for x if    4 (x+3)        16x  =83x 

 

27. It log a = 1.3010 log b= 1.4771 and log c=1.7782 calculate log 
√92b

c2
÷ 

28. Solve the equation x2-6x – 16= 0 by completing square  
29. Evaluate by factorization (365)2 – (135)2 

30. Arrange the number 0.35, 
1

30
 , 50%, 25 and 0.33 in ascending order 

31. Express 1.18 in form of 
𝑎

𝑏
 where a and b are integers and  b ≠ 0 

32. Round off the number o.o6896 to nearest thousandths  
(a) If x*y = (x2 -2y) y find n if 8 * n=p 
(b)State the coefficient of a after simplifying the expression 2a + 6a -2 (4a – 6) 
+ 3a +7 

(c)Rewrite {3x + 7} < 10 without the absolute sign and find the solution 
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33. A woman bought a car for Tsh 8,000,000 and sold it to Tsh 6,400,000. Find the 
percentage loss of her sale 

34. Solve the  quadratic equation 3x2 – 5x –x1=0 by using completing the square  
35. How many kilograms are there in a milligram? 

36. Write the expression  √3  + √2   with rational denominator 
 

                                         √3 - √2 

37. given log 2 = 0.3010, log5= 0.6990 and log 7=o. 8451 evaluate log (
35

2
) without  

using table  
38. Given that m= 2.1 x 107 and n= 3x104 express your answer in standard form 

find m ÷n 

39. If logax =7, what is loga (
1

𝑥
) ? 

40. Express   
1

2
 log c x – 7log c y + logc z as a single logarithms 

41. If log 4x=y show that log2 x=2y hence find the value of y given that log2x + log 

4x=9 

42. Solve for b if, (
4

9
) 2-2b x 16=81 

43. Simplify 10√16
3

 – 20 √250
3

 + 27 √54
3

  

44. If  2 - √2 = X + Y √2 find the value of X, Y and Z  

     1 + √2 

45. The Area of a circle is 616cm2. Find the circumference of this circle.  
 

46.  A ratio is sold at a profit of 25% If it costs Tsh 400,000/= Find the profit of 
selling and selling price.  

47. Given 34/620 express this fraction in decimals with  
i)  Three significant figures  
ii)  Three decimal places 
iii) Standard form correct to 2 significant figures.  
48.   If P varies directly as Q and inversely as R and P = 32 when Q = 35 and R = 6. 

Calculate the value of P when Q = 2 and R = 5.  
49. A 7 meter leans against a vertical building and forms an angle with the building 

measuring 16o. How far is the foot of the ladder from the base of the building?  
50.  Mzee K wanted to travel to America. He needed US Dollar 100 as loose cash for 

the trip. How much in Tanzanian Shilling must he pay to get that money if the 
spot buying price for 1 US Dollar is Tsh 2089/= and the spot selling price is 
2,110/= ?  
 

51. If 
𝑘

𝑣
 – 

1

𝑢
 = 

𝑘−1

𝑟
 make v subject of the formula.  

 

52.  If a*b =       a      , find the value of k if k*3 = 
4

3
  

 

                           b   (𝑎 − 𝑏)2 
53.  Given that 5 sin xo = 4. Find the value of  

I) Tan xo     ii/ Cos xo  
54.  Show the solution of the following inequality on the number line: I 2x – 3 I < 5 
55. A regular polygon has exterior angle of 40o. find  

         i)         The size of each interior angle 
        ii)         The number of sides of the polygon  

i) Sum of the interior angles of the polygon. 
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56. In the figure below, DE//BC and AE = 2cm, EC = 3cm. If the area of DECB is 
21cm2. Find the area of ADE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

57. Given that f(x) = -x + x + 6 
 i) Draw the graph of f(x) for –3≤ x ≤4 
 ii) Determine the value of x when f(x) = 0  

ii) Find the value of f(0)  
iv)  From the graph, determine the maximum or minimum value of f(x)  
iv) Find the axis of symmetry.   
v) Determine the turning point.  
58.  A relation as R = {(x,y) : y ≤ 3x2 – 2}. Find  

(I)   Domain and Range of R  
(II) The inverse of R  
(III)  Domain and Range of R-1  

59.  If the sum of n terms of a geometrical progression with the 1st term 1 and the 
common ratio 2 is 31. Find the number of terms. 

60. The forth and the fifth term of an arithmetic progression are 45 and 50 
respectively. Find  
(I) The common difference  
(II) The first term  
(III) The tenth term  

61. The following frequency distribution table shows scores of marks in mathematics 
exam.  

Class Interval  40 - 49 50 - 59 60 - 69 70 - 79 80 - 89 90 – 99 
 

Frequency 2 4 7 9 5 3 
 

  Calculate  
i) The mean score  
ii) The median score.  
62.  Mr. Bundala deposited Tshs 200,000/= into a bank which offers an interest rate 

of 5% compounded annually find :-  
(I) The amount he is going to harvest after 6 years. 
(II) The compound interest after 6 years. 

63.  Solve by graphical method the following system of simultaneous equations.  

 4x + y = 6 
 5x + 2y = 9 

64.  Without using table of value, draw the graph of Y = X2 – 4X + 2 and use it to 
solve the equation  

           X2 – 4X = 5.  

E D 

B 
C 

A 
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65.   A regular polygon has 20 sides.  
(I) Find the sum of its interior angles  
(II)  Find the degree measure of each exterior angle.  

 
66. Prove that the   ANB =      ANC   

                              
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

67. Find the mean mark of the following scores of 30 students of a certain school.  

Scores  
 

30 40 45 60 80 90 95 

No of students  1 
 

1 2 10 5 8 3 

 
68. Carefully study the frequency distribution table which shows the marks the marks 

of 100 students in Physics examination.  

Marks  41 – 50 
 

51 - 60 61 - 70 71 - 80 81 – 90 91 – 100 

No of 
students 

10 
 

22 34 25 7 2 

Calculate the Mean given assumed mean is 75.5  
69.  Solve for X: ( log3 X)2 – ½ log3 X = 3/2  

70.  Simplify the expression    3a2+4ab+b2 
                                                    4a2+3ab – b2 
 

71. Make “b” subject of the formula X = 2 – t       (b2 – t)  
72. You are given f(x) = X2 + 2x +1 Find Domain and Range.  
73. Express 0.14 in form of a/b where b ≠0  
74. By using substitution k=3X solve for X in the equation 32x+1 + 32 = 3x+3 +32  

75. Use logarithm table to evaluate   4
√0.624×10.34

70
  

76. Given that the Relate R is defined as  
        R = { (x,y) : x≤y, x+y>0 and y ≤ 2}  

iii) Illustrate this relation graphically 
iv) From the graph determine the domain and Range.  
77. Given that the Relative R is defined as: 

    R = {(x,y):y≤ ¾x + 3, - 4≤ × ≤0, x≤0 and y≥0} 
a) Draw the graph of R  
b) Determine the domain and Range of R  
c) Find R-1  
d) Draw the graph of R-1 on the same axis as that of R in part (a)  
e) Determine the domain and range of R-1  
78. a) Illustrate the inequalities.  
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 2x+y≥6 
  X+3y≥8 
    x≥0  
     y≥0 

b) Find the least value of the objective function f(x,y)= x+y subject to constraints 
given in     part (a)above.  
79. Round off the following number given  

       i) 8.9999 (2 s.f) 
      ii) 8.0296 (4 s.f)  
 

80. a) Write 0.000246 into standard Notation correct to two significant figures.  
      b) If X=0.3 and Y=3.21 find 2 = x+y and express z in the form of a/b where `a’ 

and `b’ are integers   and b≠0  
81.  The operation on real number `a’ and `b’ is defined as a*b = a2- 2ab +b2 Find b 

if √2*b= 2.  
82. Simplify √8 (√50 + √18) - √2 × √72.  
83.  Write log   x2 y3      interms of log x and log y.   

                         (xy) ½  
  Evaluate to three decimal places  

        
3√0.00072  ×(81.3) 

231+0
   

84.  If 5p – q = 8 Find p 
            P + q                q 

85.  Evaluate (385.18)2- (214.82)2  by factorization.  
86. Solve for X if (4(x+3)) (16x) = 83x   
87. Draw pictorial of the relation.  

    R= {(x,y): y=2x-4 and 4< x ≤ 8}  
88. Find the domain and range of the relation R= { (x,y) : 3x2 + 2 = y } 
89. A function f(x) is defined as f(x) = x2 – 8x + 18.  

a) Find f(2), f(3), f(5) and f(6)  
b) Find the turning point of f(x) by using completing square method.  
c) Determine the line of symmetry of f(x)  
d) Use the information obtained in (a) and (b) above to sketch the graph of f(x)   
e)  What is the maximum or minimum value of f(x) 
f)  State the domain and range of f(x)  

90. (a) Use the graph of y = x2 – 2x – 8 to solve  
               X2 – 2x – 12 = 0  
       (b) Solve the equation graphically  
               X2 – 5x + 4 = 0  

91. Given the polynomial function P(x) – x3 – 3x2 – 6x + 8  
a) Factorize P(x) completely 
b)  Find the y – Intercept of P(x)  
c)  Calculate the turning point of p(x)  
d) Calculate the roots of p(x)  
e) Sketch the graph of p(x)  

92. A right pyramid has a square base with sides of length 40cm and has a height of 
72cm find its volume.   

93. Find x and y such that : 7/4x – ½ y = 3/x + 2/y = -8  
94. How long will it take for Tsh.85,000 to grow to Tsh.136,000 at simple interest of 

7 ½ per annum? 
95. Solve for p and q from 2(p-q) = ⅓ (2p – q) = 8 
96. If x= 0.35 and y = 0.18 Find the value of the following to three significant 

figures  
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        (a) x + y        (b) x – y  
97. Find the large of the three consecutive odd numbers whose sum is 51.  
98.  (a) What value of Q will make the expression 4x2 + Qx + 9r2 

(b)  Given N varies inversely as D3 and that N = 240 when D= 3. Find N when D 
= 2.  

99. The function f is defined as 
 
                       3x – 5 when x ≥ 2  
 F (x) =            4 when -2 ≤ x < 2 
                                     2 when x < - 2 

i) Sketch the graph of f 
ii) From the graph determine the domain and range  
iii) Find f( -3)  
iv) Is f(x) a one - to - one function ? give reason (s) 
 

100. (a) Determine the slope of the line 7/2 x – 5/2 y – 4 = 0  
         (b) The 5th term of an arithmetic progression is 23 and the 12th term is 37. Find 
the  
                eleventh term.  

101. Given that A = {(x,y) : 3x + 4y = 10} and B = {(x,y) : 2x – 3y = 1} 
           Find i) A n B  

ii)A u B  
102. Prove that the following triangle are similar  

                  A                                                                        R 
                        
  
 
 
                                            2.5cm                              3cm                        5cm  
      1.5cm 
 
 
 

B                                           C                          P                                            
Q 

 
106. A mass of m kg of a piece of metal is proportional to its volume Vm3 is 210 kg  
         a) Find the equation giving m in terms of V 
 b) Find the mass of 0.5m3 of a metal 
 c) Find the volume of 14kg of a metal  
 d) Draw the graph of m against v  
 
107. Boyle’s law states that if a mass of gas is kept of constant temperature. Its volume  
          V cm3 is inversely proportional to its pressure P Pascal’s.  

a) Find the equation giving V in terms of P  
b) If the pressure is reduced to 80 Pascals, what would the volume be?  
c) What pressure would reduce the volume to 0.5 cm3 ?  
d) Sketch the graph of V against P.  

108. Given that X2 + kx + 12 is a perfect square, Find the value of k  
109. Find the solution set of the inequality : - 4 < 5 – 3 x ≤ 17 and show solution set on 
the  Number line.  
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CHEMISTRY  
1. For each of the following items (i) – (x) choose the most correct answer from 

among the given alternatives and write its letter in the answer sheet provided. 

(i) Technicians prefer to use Non-luminous flame in welding because: 
      A. It is bright and non-sooty  B. It is light and non-sooty 
   C. It is very hot and large  D. It is very hot and non-sooty 

(ii) The following groups consists of products made from the application of 
chemistry knowledge except 

A. Yeast, canned food, weeds killer and animal vaccines 
B. Paints, petrol, paper and detergents 
C. Cloth, rubber, sand particles and metals 
D. Detergents, disinfectants, shoe polish and air fresheners 

(iii)  A mixture of water and alcohol cane be separated:  
    A. Fractional distillation  B. Simple distillation 
   C. Layer separation   D. Solvent extraction 

(iv) Which of the following salt is soluble in water? 
A. Pb(NO3)2    B. BaSO4 
C. CaCO3     D. AgCl 

  (v) Factors in an experiment that can be manipulated to get desired results are 
called 
   A. Controlled variables   B. Manipulated variables 
   C. Dependent variables   D. Independent variables 

vi) If two jars labeled W and Z contains 22.4dm3 of Oxygen and 22.4dm3 of 
Nitrogen gas at S.T.P, then it is true that: 

A. There were 6.02 x 1023 molecules of Oxygen in W and 6.02 x 1023  
of Nitrogen in Z  B. There were 6.02 x 1023 atoms of Oxygen in W and 
6.02 x 1023 atoms of Nitrogen in Z C. There were 12.02 x 1023 
molecules of Oxygen and Nitrogen in their respective jars. D. Jars W and Z 
contain 96500 molecules of Oxygen and Nitrogen 

(vii) Domestic utensils made up of iron do rust as a result of the presence of: 
    A. Air and fire   B. Air and water 
  C. Water and oil   D. Air and oil 

(viii) The Brownian movement is taken to be the evidence of the:  
     A. Theory of association of water molecules 
   B. Kinetic theory of behavior of water 
     C. Brownian motion 
    D. Theory of colloidal suspension 

(ix) A certain liquid dissolves anhydrous Copper (II) Sulphate to form a blue 
solution. This liquid is likely to be: 

            A. Hydrochloric acid            B. Nitric acid 
            C. Water      D. Ethanol 

(x) The process of giving away the water of crystallization to the atmosphere by a 
chemical substance is called: 

   A. Efflorescence     B. Deliquescent 
   C. Hygroscopic     D. Sublimation 

2. Choose a word from list “B” which matches the statement in list “A” and write its 

letter against question item. 

LIST “A” LIST “B” 
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(i) ………………….. is the energy required to 
remove electron from outermost shell 

(ii) ………………….. are immiscible liquids 
(iii) …………………..speed up the rate of 

chemical reactions 
(iv) ………………….. is a bond formed by 

sharing of electrons 
(v) …………………. Show both acidic and 

basic properties. 
(vi) …………………. Prevent direct heat to 

apparatus. 
(vii) …………………. Is a liquid metal. 
(viii) …………………. Contain more solute un-

dissolved at a given temperature. 
(ix) ..…..is the atom which become ion by 

loss of electron 
(x) ………………… more of one element 

chemically combines. 

A) Ionic bond 
B) Covalent bond 
C) White paper 
D) Wire gauze 
E) Catalyst 
F) Compound  
G) Unsaturated solution 
H) Saturated solution 
I) Amphoteric oxide 
J) Neutral oxide 
K) Water 
L) Air 
M) Non-metal 
N) Metal 
O) Silver 
P) Mercury 
Q) Oil and water 
R) Alcohol and water 
S) Electrostatic force 
T) Electromotive force 

 
             Fill the blanks in the questions 3-10 

3. A reaction that release energy in the form of light and heat is called…………………. 

4. A chemical process that occurs in steel and iron in the presence of air and water 

is known as…………………………. 

5. Oxygen, heat and fuel are three components that make……………………. 

6. A solution which can dissolve no more solute at a given 

temperature………………………… 

7. The total amount of heat energy produced per unit mass of a fuel is 

called………………………… 

8. If chemicals have gone into the eyes, the first thing to do is _____ 

9. _______ caused by lack of sufficient blood to the vital organs. 

10.  _______ caused by blockage of the upper part of the air way by food or other 

objects 

11. Define the term chemistry; Mention four (4) materials made by application of 

chemistry knowledge.  

12. What is first aid?  

13. State one function of the following first aid kit items in the laboratory. 

i. Gloves  
ii. Soap  
iii. Gentian violet  
iv. Cotton wool  

14. Define laboratory 

15. Fill the following blanks in the table below;- 

Apparatus Uses 

i. Conical flask 
ii. ………………………… 
iii. Reagent bottles. 
iv. ………………………… 
v. Test tube rack. 

i. ………………………………… 
ii. Used to store distilled 

water. 
iii. …………………………………… 
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iv. Used to spread out the 
flame and heat. 

v. …………………………………… 

 
16. Draw the appropriate warning signs of the following situation or meaning;- 

i. Substance that is harmful or poisonous . 
ii. Substance react easily with oxygen  
iii. Substance emits harmful radiations  
iv. It catch fire easily  

17. List down five (5) steps of urban  water treatment and purification;- 

18. List down four (4) physical properties of water. 

19. State whether each of the following is chemical change or physical change;- 

i. Drying a wet clothes ………………………………………. 
ii. Souring of milk ……………………………………………. 
iii. Stretching of elastic………………………………………….. 
iv. Ripening of fruits …………………………………………… 
 v . rusting of iron ………………………………………………. 

20. Two liquids A and B are mixed together, but after thoroughly shaking and allowed 

to settle liquid A floats 

i. What type of liquids does a mixture form?  
ii. Name the method used to separate the liquids A and B  

21. Which is the suitable apparatus that can be used to separate the two liquids in 

question. 

22. In question (20) Why does liquid A floats?  

23. Draw the diagram and indicate how the two liquids appear in the named apparatus 

in question (21) above.  

24. Define energy  

25. Describe the energy transformations that take place in each of the following cases; 

i. Energy from the sun is used to generate electricity for lighting a house.  
ii. A bicycle wheel is used to turn a dynamo. The dynamo is used to power 

a bulb to produce light  
26. Mention four (4) characteristics of a good fuel 

27. Charcoal is a source of energy used by most of the people in Tanzania but the 

government brought the campaign to stop this tendency. Why? (3 point) 

28. Define rusting  

29. What are the three conditions necessary for iron to rust 

30. When the iron bar was left outside for two nights its colour changed into red 

brown. Give a reason. 

31. Write down three (3) differences between solution and suspension 

32. State the suitable method of preventing rust in the following;- 

i. Motor vehicle (car) bodies …………………………………………. 
ii. Covering iron sheet by using zinc …………………………………. 

33. Write the symbols of the following elements 

       a) Copper    b) Phosphorous     c) Gold       d) Lead      e) Manganese       

34. Name the technique that can be used to separate the following mixtures:     

      a) Muddy water           b) Oxygen from air         c) Crude oil      
      d) Extract oil from sunflower seeds              e) Dust particles in rice                          
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35. Mention four  elements of water cycle                                                                        

36. Write the chemical test for; 

            i) Water            ii) Hydrogen           iii) Oxygen                                                                           
37. Mention any three methods used to collect gases in the laboratory                                   

38. The metals magnesium and silver were reacted with hydrochloric acid to prepare 

hydrogen gas.  

39. In the set up in which silver metal was used there was no gas collected. Explain 

this observation 

40. State the modern atomic theory which was the amendments of Dalton’s work. 

41. a)Draw a well labeled diagram on preparation of oxygen using potassium chlorate.        

       b) Write a chemical  equation for the reaction above                                                                   
42. State the uses of oxygen (five uses)                                                                                  

43. What do you understand by the term coagulation.                                                            

44. Mention four importance of water treatment.                                                                   

45. Mention three sub-atomic particles                                                                                   

46. Write the electronic configuration of  

          i) Potassium                  ii) Chlorine ion                                                                        
47. a) Define the term valency. 

(b)  An element Q forms chloride of formula QCl4: 
(i) Determine the valency of Q  
(ii) Write the possible electronic configuration of element Q. 
(iii) What is possible group and period of Q? 

48. Oxygen gas can be prepared from two different set of chemicals. 

(i) List all chemicals in each set. 
(ii) Write balanced reaction equation which represents preparation of oxygen in 

each set. 
(iii) Between two set in (i) above which is not recommended in the laboratory and 

why? 
49. List down two uses of oxygen. 

50. Define:- 

(i) Empirical formula 
(ii) Molecular formula 

51. A certain compound “A” has the following percentage composition by mass 16% 

carbon, 11% hydrogen and the rest is oxygen. If the vapour density of this 

compound is 46, determine:- 

(i) the empirical formula of “A” 
(ii) the molecular formula of “A” 
(iii) the percentage composition of oxygen in this compound 

52. Define the term:- 

(i) Fuel 
(ii) Renewable fuel 
(iii) Non-renewable fuel 

53. Explain why a Biogas is considered as a Renewable fuel 

54. Define the following:- 

i)  Aid kit 
ii) First aid component 

55. it is important to render first aid to a victim of injury (any 3 reasons). 

56. Write the function of the following components of First Aid Kit: 

(i) Cotton wool 
(ii) Antiseptic  
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(iii) Adhesive bandage  
(iv) liniment  

57. What is matter? 

58. With examples list three state of matter. 

59. Draw a bonding diagram showing, oxygen gas, common salt and nitrogen gas. 

60. Find oxidation number of underlined element 

 (i) FeCl2  (ii) CuSO4 (iii) Na2CO3 (iv) NO2-
3   

61. Water can be tested in the laboratory in two ways. Give the names of reagent used 

for water test. 

i) Reagent that turns blue in water …………………………….. 
ii) Reagent that turns pink in present of water ………………… 

62. Mention any two domestic water treatments. 

63. Give the systematic (IUPAC) name of the following compounds 

(i) N2O3  (ii) NH3 (iii) H2SO4 (iv) CuO 

64. Write the formula of the following compounds:- 

(i) hydrogen chloride 
(ii) magnesium carbonate 
(iii) sodium carbonate 
(iv) magnesium sulphate  
(v) Calcium nitrate. 

65. What is Symbol of an element? 

66. Write the chemical symbols of the following:- 

 (i) Mercury (ii) silver (iii) fluorine (iv) tin 
67. (i)  An atom in the smallest indivisible particle of an element. 

 (ii) Atoms cannot be created or destroyed. According to current science and 
technology the theory (i) and (ii) above is not valid. Discuss. 

68. Why are metals used as: 

     (i) Reducing agents?  (ii) Conductors of electricity? 
69. Give the name of the metal which meets the following informations. 

      (i) The metal which must be kept in kerosene to protect it from air and 
water. 

      (ii) The metal which is found in limestone 
      (iii) The metal in a green coloured carbonate which gives a black residue on  
                    Heating or black residue 

70. The metal of which its oxide is yellow when hot and white when cold.  

 (a) Give definitions of the following 
        (i) Base   (ii) Acid 

71. Using chemical equations write three chemical properties of Acids. 

72. Give the IUPAC name of the following compounds 

i. CU(NO3)2 
ii. N2O4 

73. Write the chemical formula of the following compounds 

i. Ammonium sulphate 
ii. Zinc phosphate. 

74. Define the following terms 

i. Oxidation state 
ii. Valency 

75. Find the oxidation number of the elements in the following compounds;- 
i. Carbon in hydrogen carbonate 
ii. Phosphorus in phosphate ion 
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76. Mention the type of reactions represented by each of the following chemical 

phenomenon;- 

i. 2KClO3(s)                                 2KCl(s) + 3O2(g) 
ii. Fe(s) + S(s)     FeS(s) 
iii. AgNO3(aq) + NaCl(aq)                                 AgCl(s) + NaNO3(aq) 
iv. CaCl2(aq) + Na(s)                                         NaCl(aq) + Ca(S) 
v. Write the ionic equation of (III) above 

77. Define 

i. Molar mass 
ii. Mole. 

78. Calculate the molecular mass of (NH4)2SO4 

79. Complete and balance the following equations;- 

i. BaSO4(aq) + NaCl(aq) 
ii. Ca(s) + H3PO4(aq) 

80. What is neutralization? 

81. Mention four applications of neutralization in daily life 

82. People suffering from heart burn usually use wood ashes for relief, mention 

characteristics which make the ashes to be used for heart burn relief. 

83. What is meant by the term chemical bond? 

84. Study the following table below and answer the questions that follows;- 

ELECTRON ELECTRON 
ARRANGEMENT 

A 2:8:8:1 

B 2:8:5 

C 2:2 

D 2:7 

E 2:8:8 

i. What kind of bond would be formed between the A and D if they 
combine? 

ii. Using the letters, write the formula formed when B and D combine, A 
and D combine 

iii. Write the chemical equation using the real elements to show the 
reaction between A and D. 

iv. What is the valence of C and E? 
v. Write the letter representing a halogen, an alkali metal and Noble gas. 

85. In tabular form write four differences of the bond formed between B and D and 

that formed between A and D  

86. What do you understand by the following terms;- 

i) An Atom 
          ii) An Element 

87. Give four differences between mixture and compound. 

88. Define the following terms. 

I. Spectator ions 
II. Oxidation 

III. Reduction 
IV. Ionic equation 

89. Write word equation for the following reactions 
                         (a) Burning calcium in oxygen 
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                          (b) Dissolving zinc in dilute sulphuric  
90. Differentiate between ionic and molecular equations. 

91. 3KOH (aq) +FeCl3 (aq)          3KCL (aq) + Fe (OH) 3 (s) 

a. Write the total ionic equation for this chemical equation 
b. Write the net ionic equation for this chemical equation 
c. What type of reaction is represented by the equation above? 

92. Ibrahim burnt hexane, C6H14, in oxygen, 02. The products formed were 

carbondioxide, C02, and liquid water. Write the balanced chemical equation . 

93. Why is the ability to balance chemical equations so important in industrial 

manufacture of chemicals? 

94. Explain the meaning of the following terms and give an example for each   

a. Normal salt 
b. Acid salt 
c. Basic salt  
d. Double salt.  

95. Identify the following salts into two groups; soluble in water and insoluble in water. 

 Sodium carbonate  
Lead sulphate 
Copper (II) sulphate 
Zinc chloride  
Barium carbonate 
Sodium chloride  
Ammonium carbonate 
 

Lead nitrate 
Calcium carbonate 
Sodium nitrate 
Silver chloride 
Sodium sulphate 
Potassium chloride 
Barium sulphate  

  

96. Explain the following terms; 

a. Solubility 
b. Decomposition 
c. Synthesis 
d. Anhydrous. 

97. How are salts useful in our life in: 

a. Food? 
b. Agriculture? 
c. Medicine? 

98. Write an equation to show the reaction between magnesium metal and 

hydrochloric acid.  

99. Differentiate between the terms “strength of an acid’’ and “concentration of an 

acid” 

100. Write the meaning of the following words.  
a. word equation  
b. balanced equation 
c. ionic equation 

101. Name the acid found in: 
          a) Lemon juice        b) vinegar 
102. What do you understand by the term hardness of water?  
103. With the help of chemical equation explain the causes of temporary hardness in 
water. 
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104. Explain how to remove temporary hardness in water. (Write chemical equation where 
is necessary) 
105. With the help of chemical equation, explain the causes of permanent hardness in 
water. 
106. With the help of chemical equation, explain how permanent hardness can be 
removed in water. 
107. List four advantages of hard water. 
108. List three disadvantage of hard water. 
109. What would happen if urban water is not treated for hardness. 
110. Name the most economical method of treating urban water for hardness. 
111. Explain how an ion exchanger works in removing hardness of water. 
112. The formation of limescale in water pipes is both an advantage and a disadvantage. 
Explain. 
113. List three rocks that cause hardness of water. 
 

Read the following instruction carefully and answer question 114 and 
115 
Samples of water from four different areas were tested with soap solution to 
establish how much soap solution was needed to form a lather that lasted for at 
least 30 seconds. The experiment was repeated a second time using samples that 
had been boiled and then a third time using samples that had been passed through 
an ion exchanger. The results are shown in the following table.  

 

Sample 

Volume of soap solution used (cm3) 

Untreated 
water 

Boiled 
water 

Water passed through an ion 
exchanger 

A 
B 
C 
D 

12 
17 
26 
1.6 

1.8 
17 
20 
1.6 

1.8 
1.7 
1.8 
1.6 

114. a) which of the sample is hardest water? Give a reason for your answer. 
         b) Which sample behaves like distilled water. Explain.  
115. a) In question 11 4name a chemical substance that could be the cause of 
hardness in: 
            i) sample A   ii) sample B. 
            b) Write an equation for the reaction of removing hardness in sample C. 
116.  List four natural sources of acid 
117.  a) what is strong acid 
           b) Least two examples of strong acid  
118. a) what is weak acid. 
          b) List two examples of weak acid. 
119. List three natural sources of base. 
(120) Mention two examples of soluble basic oxides. 
(121) Mention two examples of insoluble basic hydroxides. 
(122) What do you understand by the term PH scale. 
(123) What is indicator. 
(124) Fill in the blanks in the table below. 
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indicator Acid base 

Litmus solution Red  

Phenolphthalein Colourless  

Methyl orange  yellow 

(125) What is basicity of an acids. 
(126) Give two examples of acids which have; 

a. Dibasic basicity 
b. Tribasic basicity. 

   (127) What is three uses of alkalis? 
   (128) What is salts?  
   (129) With the help of chemical equation, explain the preparation of salt by 
using: 

a. Reaction of acids with metals 
b. Reaction of acids with alkalis. 

(130) Give four examples of insoluble salts. 

(131) List four types of salt and give two examples for each type. 

(132) All sulphates are soluble in water except _____________________ (give 
two examples)  

(133) All carbonates are soluble in water except___________________ (give two 
examples) 
(134) All carbonate decompose on heating to form metal oxides and carbondioxide 
gas except_________________________ (give two examples) 
(135) With chemical equation show the decomposition of metal sulphate. What 
are the products formed. 
(136) List five uses of salt. 
(137) Write a balanced chemical equation for the preparation of each of the 
following compounds using iron and one other substance only. 

a. Iron (ii) sulphate 
b. Iron (ii) chloride 
c. Iron (ii) sulphate 

Study the portion of periodic table given in the following table and answer the 

questions that follow:  

Group I II III IV V VI VII O 

Period 2 Li Be B C N O F Ne 

Period 3 Na Mg Al Si P S Cl Ar 

 
 138. Explain how the ionization energy of elements vary from Be to Mg and from 
B to O. 
 139. Name the types of the bond formed when S combine with O. Give two 
properties of            compounds of such a bond. 
 140. Name the particles that form the nucleus part of an atom. What is the 
difference between them? 
141. What is the name given to the different forms of the element which exists in 
the same physical state?  
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142. What is the effect of carbon monoxide in the blood? 
A student tested five solutions M, N, O,P and Q with a universal indicator solution 
to find their pH values. The following results were obtained. Study it carefully and 

answer the questions below (140,141,142 and 143) 

 

143. Which of the above solutions was neutral solution? 
144. Which of the above solutions was strong acid? 
145. Which of the above solutions was strong alkali? 
146. Which of the above solutions was weak acid? 
 
Ephraim sets the experiment to investigate the condition necessary for rust to 
occur. He labeled four dry test tubes A, B, C and D and set the experiment as 
shown below for about four days. Study the diagram carefully and answer the 
questions below; (144, 145, 146 and 147) 

 

147. What is observed in each test tube at the end of the four days?  
148. Why Ephraim boiled water in the test tube B and then covered it with oil? 
149. What is the function of anhydrous calcium chloride in test tube c? 
 150. From the results of the experiment, state the conditions necessary for rusting 
to occur.  
 

GEOGRAPHY 
1. Read the following statements carefully and then write the letter of the 

most correct answer in the box provided beside:- 
i. The central body of the solar system is 

a) The planets  
b) The moon 
c) The gravitational force  
d) The sun 

ii. Geography is the study of  
a) Soil and the atmosphere 
b) Human activities and his environment  
c) The physical environment  
d) The human environment 

iii. The distance between two crests is called  
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a) Anticline  
b) Syncline 
c) Trough 
d) Wave length 

iv. Pastoralism whereby animal are given feeds in a shed without 
making them go out in the field is called 

a) Zero grazing  
b) Nomadic pastoralism 
c) Mixed pastoralism 
d) Sedentary pastoralism 

v. Which of the following mountains is a block mountain? 
a) Atlas 
b) Rewenzoni 
c) Rocky  
d) Draken berg 

vi. Which of the following resources are non renewable? 
a) Biogas, oil and wind 
b) Coal, gas and oil 
c) Geo- thermal biogas and solar energy 
d) Wind, coal and electricity 

vii. id it is 3:00 pm at Bukoba 330E in Tanzania. What will be the time 
at Tehran 500E in Iran? 

a) 4:08 pm 
b) 10:08 am 
c) 3:00 pm 
d) 1:08 am 

viii. A ship moves to the East and crosses the International Date Line 
a) One whole day is lost 
b) No time is gained or lost 
c) One whole day is gained  
d) One whole day is repeated 

ix. Water and air currents do not move in straight line due to spinning 
effect of the earth. The term used to describe this is 

a) Reflection  
b) Direction 
c) Refraction  
d) Deflection  

x. Which of the following give the proof that the earth is spherical in 
shape? 

a) Circumnavigation of the earth, solar eclipse and lunar eclipse 
b) Ship’s visibility, lunar and aerial photograph 
c) Day and night, lunar eclipse and the seasons 
d) Great circles, day and night and the curved horizon 

xi. The following is one of the significances of earth’s rotation  
a) Deflection of win ds and ocean currents  
b) Day and night beyond the solstice  
c) Difference of one hour between two meridian that are in the 

opposite direction from the prime meridian  
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d) Daily rising and falling of ocean tides in all water bodies 
xii. Choose the statement which Is not true among the following  

a) The earth rotates on its own orbit in 24 hours  
b) All great circles are imaginary line which divide the globe in 

equal hemispheres from North to south 
c) Longitudes and Latitudes are useful calculating time of a 

place 
d) The international date line is zigzag to avoid confusion of 

time among places in the same region  
xiii. One of the importance of great circles is 

a) They are used in navigation  
b) Useful in dividing the earth into equal hemispheres 
c) They attract tourists 
d) They are useful in locating places and time zone 

xiv. One of the advantages of using solar energy is that 
a) It is a source of foreign currency 
b) Used at any period of time 
c) It is cheap and visible in trade 
d) It is clean 

xv. They are small heavenly matter falling from outer space at very 
high speed 

a) Meteors  
b) Comets 
c) Meteorites  
d) Asteroids  

xvi. Which on the following planets has the shortest orbit around the 
sun  

a) Altitude  
b) Cloud cover  
c) Precipitation  
d) Wind  

xvii. Solar eclipse occurs when 
a) One body passes between the two bodies  
b) The earth passes between the moon and sun 
c) The earth passes between the sun and moon 

xviii. Lines drawn on a map joining different places with the same 
pressure are called  

a) Isohyets  
b) Isobars  
c) Isotherms 
d) Latitude 

xix.  The temperature of Pwani which 0 meters above sea level is 200 

Centigrade. What is the approximate temperature for a place 3000 
meters above sea level? 

a) 20C 
b) 2.50C 
c) 180C 
d) 0.20C 
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2. Match the items in column A with the corresponding items in column B by 
writing the letter of the correct item in column B in the box provided 
below 

 
3. Define this terms 

i. Igneous rock  
ii. Fold mountains  
iii. Volcanism 
iv. Earth quakes  
v. Batholith 
vi. Mofette  
vii. Hot spring  
viii. Geysers 
ix. Caldera  
x. Sima 
xi. Sial 
xii. Mesosphere 
xiii. Isohaline 
xiv. Isobaths 
xv. Scale 
xvi. Map 
xvii. Rock cycle  
xviii. Rift valley 
xix. Plug volcano 

4. Differentiate the followings geographical terms with aid of diagram if 
necessary  

LIST A LIST B 

i. It deals with practical, human and the physical 
environment 

ii. They arrange themselves in specific paths from the 
centre  

iii. They are useful in calculating time of a place 
iv. Its approximate distance from the sun is 228 

million km 
v. They are irregular shaped objects revolving around 

the sun between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter  
vi. Hydrosphere, lithosphere, biosphere and 

atmosphere 
vii. Aphelion and perihelion  
viii. The shape that ensure same date and time to all 

similar places  
ix. Can be extended in any compass direction  
x. East Africa 

A. Components of solar 
system  

B. Meteors  
C. Earth’s revolution  
D. 450E 
E. Mars  
F. International Date 

Line (IDL) 
G. Great circles 
H. Geography  
I. Has five member 

countries  
J. Asteroids 
K. Zigzag 
L. Has four member 

states 
M. Longitudes  
N. Planets and stars  
O. Earth 
P. Jupiter  
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- Solfatara ard famorole 
- Magnifode and intensity 
- Shied volcano and fissure eruption  
- Laccoliths and lopolith 
- Volcanism and volcanism 
- Love and Raleigh 
- Axis and orbit  
- Faulting and folding 
- Anticline and syncline 
- metamorphic and sedimentary rock 
- Minerals and Rock 
- Ocean trench and ocean ridge 
- Small and large scale maps 
- Tensional and compressional force  
- Hanging wall and foot wall 

5. Vibration of the earth crust can be caused by various factors mention only 
5 point                

6. Waves during the earth quakes categorized into two broad group 
a. ________________________________________________ 
b. ________________________________________________ 

7. What are the precautionary measures to avoid high damage from earth 
quakes 

8. Mention five features associated with vulcanicity (extrusive and extrusive) 
9. Fill in the following gaps  

i. Valley are long and fairly...................... stretcher of lowland that 
extend through plains , hills or mountain 

ii. ____________________ is an extensive raised upland with almost 
a level summit 

iii. ____________________ are wide shallow depressions on the 
earth’s surface 

iv. A cape is a place of a continent that _______________ into the 
sea. 
 

10. Amina was talking to his husband who doesn’t know the shape of the 
earth, do you think what did she tell? Six point?  

11. Mother is the mother, mother is everything, mother is the second God, 
can you please prove, that igreous rock is everything. (3 points)                     

12. Brief explain two classification of igneous rock  
13. What are the source of solid partides in the atmosphere (3 points) 
14. What are the uses of map (5 point) 
15. In short explain factors which determine content of map (4 points) 
16. A bus driver travelling Arusha – Babati road convert a distance at 10 Cms 

on a map in 30 minutes it the speed of the bus was 50 km/hr 
i. Calculate in the distance covered in km 
ii. Find its statements scale  
iii. Draw a line scale using the above statement 

17. Mention two uses of the representative fraction scale.                        
18. Show the potential significance of scales in cartographic process  
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19. What are the importance of rock to human  
20. How does the metamorphism manifest (shows) it self in rocks (3 points) 
21. Mention 6 processes in the rock cycles 

 
ESSEY (Briefly explain two line in each point) 

22. Tanzania has got problems that limit the development of mining  (6 
points) 

23. Tanzania has natural gas at Mtwara region, have you seen any physical 
benefits of the potentiality mineral that God bless Tanzanian 

24. Explain the achievements  that were brought by the Tennessee valley 
Authority in north America 

25. One of the effect of tourism sector is spreading of disease example  
Covid19 (Pandemic Disease )  what do you think there  are other effects 
of tourism sector in Africa (6 points) 

26. Stay home is better than unnecessary movement during this period of 
pandemic disease . Discuss   

27.  draw a well labeled diagram of lunar eclipse  
28.  Name  four (4) evidences to prove that the earth is rotating on its own 

axis. 
29. How is solar energy related to environmental conservation? (four 

points).                  
 

 
 

 

HISTORY  
1. Discuss the distributing patterns of water and housing services during the 

colonial period.  
2. Examine the impact of the provision of colonial water and housing service 

on African societies.  
3. Compare and contrast the provision of water and housing of today and 

during the colonial period.  
4. What were the major objectives of colonial education? 
5. Analyse the main characteristics features of the colonial education in 

Tanzania.  
6. Asses the positive and negative impact of the colonial education of Africa. 
7. Give reasons as why colonialists built schools in cash crop growing regions.  
8. Attempt the description on the types of colonial labour.  
9. Assess the impact of the establishment of colonial labour to African society.  
10. Analyse the tactics used to create colonial labour.  
11. Why migrant labour was more preferred by colonialists than other forms of 

labour?  
12. What were the principle characteristics of colonial economy in east Africa?  
13. Discuss the tactics used in the establishment of colonial economy in east 

Africa.  
14. Discuss the main characteristics of colonial economy in Africa during the 

colonial period  
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15. Assess the significance of agriculture in the colonial economy in Africa 
during the colonial period.  

16. How colonial state established and consolidated settler agriculture in 
Kenya?      

17. Discuss the nature and character of colonial agricultural system established 
in Africa during colonial period.  

18. Using concrete examples from Africa explain the mechanism used by the 
colonialist to transform indigenous African economies into capitalist 
commodity production.  

19. Generally in West Africa the colonial powers did not encourage settler or 
plantation agriculture. Examine the reasons for this attitude.  

20. Compare and contrast the function of military and colonial legal institutions.  
21. Write down the function of colonial military and colonial legal institutions. 
22. Assess the functions that were played by the colonial military in the 

colonization of African continent.  
23. How coercive were colonial police forces? 
24. Explain the following concepts.  

a) Direct rule  
b) Indirect  
c) Assimilation policy  
d) Association policy  

25. Explain the strengths, weakness and impact of the colonial administrative  
26. Account for chimurenga war.  
27. Examine the factors which determine the nature of African reactions in east 

Africa.  
28. Why company rule failed in east Africa during the 19th century?  
29. What was the significance of Berlin conference to Africa?  
30. What were the factors in Africa which encouraged the Europeans to make 

colonies there? 
31. Asses the causes of the scramble for and partition of Africa. 
32. Why some areas in Africa experienced more intensive scramble than others.  
33. Ass the impact of the scramble for and partition of Africa.  
34. Explain events leading to the Berlin conference  
35. What was the significance of Berlin conference to Africa  
36. Why did the partition occurred in the last quarter of 19th century and not 

before  
37. Why did the partition of Africa by European countries take place?  
38. What were the factors in Africa which encouraged the European interests 

in Africa existed before 1884? Explain how these had changed by 1900.  
39.  With the aid of sketch map show where the various European interests in 

Africa existed before 1884. Explain how these had changed by 1900.  
40. Show how and why Egypt and the Nile valley played such a significant part 

in the partition of Africa  
41. Compare the terms of the two Anglo-German agreements of 1886 and 1890 

and show how they affected those two parties. 
42. Examine the tactics used during the establishment of social rule I 

Tanganyika   
43. Why company rule failed in East Africa during the 19th century  
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44. Examine the factors which determined the nature of African reactions in 
east Africa.  

45. What were the class interest that led to the rise of Africa resistance against 
the imposition of colonial rule?  

46. Account for Chimulenga war.  
47. Analyse the importance of of Kinjekitile Ngwale in east Africa.  
48. “the failure of African resistance against the imposition of colonial rule was 

due to the technological backwardness” discuss.  
49. Assimilation and association were successful policies. Do you agree or 

disagree with this statement? Give your reason for your answer.  
50. Which administrative system would you like to live under? Why?  
51. Assess the strength and weakness of the various colonial administrative 

systems.  
52. Discuss the motives for the  application of the various colonial administrative 

system 
53. Annalyze the similarities and difference of the colonial administrative 

system.  
54. Explain the strengths weakness and impact of the colonial administrative 

system.  
55. Explain the following concepts  
56. Direct rule  
57. Indirect rule  
58. Assimilation policy  
59. Association policy  
60. Explain the term social organization and production 
61. Identify the type of social organisation and production that existed in Africa 

up to the 19th century  
62. What is communalism mode of production   
63. Identify the characteristics of communalism  
64. Show example of the societies that had communalism up to the 19th century  
65. What is slavery and slave mode of production  
66. Explain the features of slavery in Africa.  
67. Show areas where slavery was practised in Africa.  
68. What is feudalism as mode of production  
69. Explain the characteristics of feudalism  
70. Show societies in east Africa that had feudalism up to the 19th century  
71. Explain the feudal relation (form of feudalism) that existed in the following 

areas.  
72. Interlucustrine region of lake Victoria  
73. Indian ocean coast of east Africa  
74. Explain the demand of industrial capitalism  
75. Explain the demand of industrial capitalism  
76. Explain the roles of agents of industrial in preparing Africa for colonialism  
77. Outline the major causes of the Boer Trek in south African people of south 

Africa  
78. Write shot notes on the effect of the Boer Trek on people of south Africa  
79. What are the motives of the british at the cape?  
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80. Explain why the Boers managed to defeat the African in the interior of south 
Africa.  

81. Mention  five tactics used by British to occupy the cape  
82. Discuss the role of colonial state apparatus in establishing and consolidating 

colonialism 
83. The colonial state was the most violent. Discuss  
84. How did the colonial police and army maintained law and order during 

colonialism  
85. What were the features of the colonial bureaucracy  
86. Discuss the nature and characteristics of colonial bureaucracy  
87.  Explain the objectives of establishing colonial economies in Africa.   
88. “Colonial economy in Africa had both positive and negative outlook in Africa” 

how far is the statement true.  
89. What were the characteristics of colonial economy in Africa?  
90. Why colonial economy was introduced in Africa  
91. Why colonial economy was introduced in Africa  
92. Why and how did the colonialists make African backward technologically? 
93. Discuss the factors that favoured Britain to establish peasant agriculture in 

Uganda and Nigeria  
94. Discuss how the colonial agriculture in colonies contributed to the rise of 

African nationalism taking either Uganda or Nigeria as a case study.  
95. Compare and contrast between peasant colonial agriculture in the British  

colonies   
96. Why Britain was very reluctant to establish settlers agriculture in her West 

Africa colonies.  
97. Why the colonial government  established plantation agriculture in some 

areas and settlers in the arrears 
98. How the colonial apparatus did maintain and consolidate  colonial plantation 

agriculture  
99. Discuss the motives and impacts that surrounded the establishment of 

colonial agriculture in the colonies  
100. Explain six characteristics of the first non-exploitative mode of 
production  

101. Elaborate six techniques used by colonists to obtain labours during 
the colonial period  

102. Analyse the problem experienced during the struggle for 
independence in Tanganyika 

103. Discuss six contribution of the agent of colonialism to the 
colonialization of Africa  

104. With example show how the establishment of colonial economy  
aaaffected the African societies (six point)  

105. Inherited problem from colonial past are major hindrance to the 
development of Africa after independence. Justify this statement by giving 
six point. 

106. Explain six effect of the pre- colonial contact between the people of 
Africa and Asia.  

107. Elaborate six method that were used by the imperialist in imposition 
colonial rule in Africa.  
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108. How did the first world war affected the east African colonies (six 
points)  

109. Analyse six method that were used by the imperialist in imposing 
colonial rule in Africa 

110. Examine six factors which enabled Tanganyika to attain her 
independence earlier than Kenya  

111. “migrant labour were very useful  to the capitalist during colonial 
economy in Africa” substantiate by giving six point 

 
 

ENGLISH  
COMPREHENSION  
1. Read the passage below carefully and then answer the questions that follow  
Malaria is a serious disease caused by parasite that commonly infects a certain 
type of mosquito which feeds on humans. People who get malaria are typically 
very sick with high fever, shaking and flu-like illness. Although malaria can be 
deadly disease, illness and death from malaria can be prevented. The most 
appropriate Malaria preventive measure should be taken; these include the use of 
insecticides, treated bed nets and specific medicines to prevent Malaria.  
 
In 2008, an estimated 863,000 people died of Malaria, most were young children 
in sub-Saharan Africa. Within the last decade, increasing numbers of partners and 
resources have rapidly increased Malaria control efforts and there are hopes that 
Malaria can be eradicated. Malaria occurs mostly in poor tropical and subtropical 
areas of the world. In many of the countries affected by Malaria, it is leading 
causes of illness and death. In areas with high transmission, he most vulnerable 
groups are young children, who have not developed immunity to Malaria yet, and 
pregnant women whose immunity has been decreased by pregnancy. The costs of 
Malaria to individuals, families, communities and nations are huge. Rapid and 
accurate diagnosis of Malaria is important to the appropriate treatment of affected 
individuals and in preventing the further spread of infection in the community. 
However, the treatment of Malaria depends on many factors including the status 
of a disease, the species of Malaria parasite causing the infection and part of the 
world in which the infection was acquired. Additional factors such as age, weight 
and pregnancy status may limit the available options for Malaria treatment.  
 
Question  
(a) Choose the most correct answer and write its letter beside the item number.  
(i) Which of the following is primary cause of Malaria?  
 A. Parasite  B. Insect  C. Mosquito  D. Flies  
(ii) According to passage, what are the symptoms of Malaria? 
 A. Shaking, high fever and sleepiness  B. Flu – like illness, rashes and 
shaking  
 C. Shaking, swelling and flu-like illness  D. High fevers, shaking and flu-
like illness.  
(iii) Who are exposed to the risk of Malaria?  
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A. Individual and pregnant women   B. Young children and 
pregnant women.  

C. Pregnant women and families   D. Communities and young 
children  
 
LANGUAGE USE  
2. Re arrange the following sentences into logical sequence by writing the number 
of the sentences against its letter.  
 (a) You are late! The commander on duty shouted at me.  
 (b) I have to leave the food and run to the parade ground  
 (d) When I arrived at the dining hall many people had already got it.  
 (e) As I started to eat the whistle for afternoon parade blow.  
 
3. Imagine that you are Mr. Magige of Itega village. Write an invitation card to 
your friend Hans who lives in Dodoma to attend your son’s birthday party which 
will held on 1st September 2018 at Morena social hall from 12:30pm to 08:00pm  
4. Match the list of animals given in Column A with the sounds they produce given 
in Column B  

COLUMN A COLUMN B  

(i). Cat  
(ii). Snake  
(iii). Cow  
(iv). Goat  
(v). Lion  
(vi). Duck  
(vii). Donkey  
(viii). Dog  
(ix). Cock  
(x). Elephant  

A. Crows  
B. Bleats  
C. Hisses  
D. Roars  
E. Mows  
F. Barks  
G. Brays  
H. Quacks  
I. Meows  
J. Trumpets  

 
5. Re arrange the given letters/ words to form the new words.  

(i). Cat  ................................................... 
(ii). Posh  .................................................... 
(iii). Pot  .................................................... 
(iv). Tale  .................................................... 
(v). Warder .................................................... 
(vi). Work  ................................................... 
(vii). Rthis  ......................................................... 
(viii). Revond ......................................................... 
(ix). Anaigu  .......................................................... 
(x). Steblor  .......................................................... 

6. (a) What is a dictionary?  
    (b) Give five important things which you can get in the dictionary.  
    (c) Provide the meaning for the following abbreviations.  
 (i) IDM   (ii) PHRV  (iii) PL   (iv) SYN  (v) 
Adv 
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7. A. Write a letter to your father to inform him on the day you are going to close 
school for your holiday and ask him to send you some money for bus fare. Sign 
your name as Zawadi Hakika. 
8. Fill in the blanks with for, by, on, in, at, to or with  
 (i) He came ............................ foot  
 (ii) He washed his legs ....................... his hands.  
 (iii) We should be there ..................... four O’clock  
 (iv) Small as he was, he killed a thief ................. a knife 
 (v) I saw something ......................... his hand.  
 (vi) They came ......................... ship  
 (vii) They cleared the old bus ........................ a caterpillar  
 (viii) The picture was drawn ....................... a hand  
 (ix) She is ready ........................... help you  
 (x) They travelled .............................. bicycle  
 (xi) Water freezes ................................ 00 Centigrade  
 (xii) She is sleeping ......................... my bed  
 (xiii) I travelled .................. air  
 (xiv) You can sleep ....................................... the plane  
 (xv) Many students are already seated ........................ the bus.  
9. Change the following STATEMENTS into QUESTIONS:  
 (i) He should leave.  
 (ii) We are working hard.  
 (iii) This is yours.  
 (iv) They know the answer.  
 (v) He knows the answer.  
 (vi) Yes I am.  
 (vii) No, I can’t.  
10. Change the verbs in brackets into their appropriate tenses using the blank 
space provided  
 (i) The sun (shine) ................................ everyday.  
 (ii) They (go) ....................................... to church last week.   
 (iii) I (cut) ............................. my leg yesterday  
 (iv) I have just (write) ....................................... the exam  
 (v) She (BE) ............... crying now.  
11. Change the word in the bracket and  fill it in the space provided 
 (i) Ana is (pretty) ........................ than Eva  
 (ii) Kilimanjaro is (high) .......................................... mountain in Africa  
 (iii) Is English (difficult) .............................. than Kiswahili  
 (iv) Lukas is (handsome) ................................... than Ali 
 (v) This music is (interesting) ................................................ of all.  
 (vi) He has (many) ............................................ problems than his father  
 (vii) He is the (good) ............................................ of the two footballers.  
 (viii) He received (little) ........................................ money than you.  
12. Which is the correct answer to the following questions?  
 (i) Can you buy an orange?   
      (a) Yes, I can’t      (b) No, I can’t   
        (c) Yes, I can buy you an orange     (d) 
No, I can  
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 (ii) Will he come tomorrow?  
      (a) Yes, he wont    (b) Yes, he will come tomorrow  
  

      (c) No, he won’t    (d) No, he will  
(iii) Are you Joyce?  
       (a) Yes, I am Joyce   (b) Yes I’m Joyce  (c) No I’m not 
 (d) No I am not  
(iv) How old are you?  
       (a) I am sixteen  (b) I’m sixteen years old  (c) Sixteen  (d) I 
am sixteen years 
(v) Who wrote the letter?  
       (a) I and Suzy  (b) Suzy and me  (c) Suzy and I  (d) Me and 
suzy  

13. Re arrange these groups of words to form a sentence  
(i) Make; we; bread; flour; from 
(ii) the, cat, blackboard, on; Juma; drew; a  
(iii) is; children; milk; for; good; 
(iv) oranges; made; is; juice; from 
(v) jug; milk; the; in; the; is  

14. Complete the following sentences using some or any as required;  
 (i) There isn’t ..................... food in the house  
 (ii) We haven’t  had......................... news of him for a week  
 (iii) I’m sorry there aren’t .................................. more soft drinks.  
  Will you have .................................. chapatti instead?  
 (iv) Ask him to bring us ....................................... more food.  
 (v) Here are ...................................... more words for you to pronounce.  
 (vi) have you ........................................... apples? I can’t see 
...................... in the basket  
15. Complete the following sentences using many nad much  
 (i) I don’t listen to ..................... music as I do not like ................... of the 
bingo flavas.  
 (ii) There are ....................... problems and not ..................... time to 
overcome them  
 (iii) You can have as ........................ beer and ........................ eggs as 
you want  
 (iv) There wasn’t ........................... fuel left in the drum  
 (v) We didn’t find ..................................... people at the movie.  
16. Make the following sentences PLURAL  
 (i) An apple is around  
 (ii) A hyena can eat a bone  
 (iii) A knife has a handle  
 (iv) This tree has a blue leaf  
 (v) I can write a letter with a computer  
17. Make the fllowing sentences SINGULAR  
 (i) Ships are made of steel  
 (ii) The criteria they used were unrealistic  
 (iii) They have finished their work  
 (iv) Dogs can bark  
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 (v) They should fed the chicken now.  
18. Combine the following sentences using a RELATIVE PRONOUN:  
 (i) The boss is here. He employed you.  
 (ii) You brought this paper. The paper is lying on the table  
 (iii) This typist did her examination badly. She has not been promoted.  
 (iv) David has a goo watch. He paid five thousand shillings for it.  
 (v) The mother is dancing. The boy is my friend.  
 (vi) The men are unemployed. They are being sent to the villages.  
19. Choose the right word to be filled in the blanks  
 (i) The tree has just .......... down.  
     (a) fall  (b) falling  (c) fallen  
 (ii) He has ........................... his work in time  
     (a) finish  (b) finished  (c) finishing  
 (iii) The farmer were ........................... to harvest a lot last year  
      (a) expect  (b) expecting  (c) expectation  
 (iv) He came home when I ................... to the cinema  
    (a) was gone  (b) had going  (c) had gone  
20. Combine the sentences given below using the words in the bracket  
 (i) She is very  beautiful. Every man admires her (such-that)  
 (ii) The mangoes are ripe. We can eat them (enough to)  
 (iii) The mini-skirt was transparent. She couldn’t wear it in public (too-to)  
 (iv) The Daladala was huge. It carried a hundred passengers. (enough to)   
 (v) The patient will die. The doctor has to attend to him very often  (unless)  
21. Choose the best answer  
 (i) If I were you, I ______________ not fail the exams   
    (a) will  (b) shall  (c) could  (d) would  
 (ii) His performance is ...................................... that it was a year ago.  
    (a) good  (b) better  (c) best   (d) nice  

(iii) My teacher promised ..................................... me with any difficult 
problem  

(a) helping   (b) to help  (c) that he help   (d) by 
helping   

 (iv) I will pay you ...................... you didn’t finish the work.  
       (a) unless  (b) if  (c) even though  (d) because  
 (v) Neema and Asha are .................. excellent students  
      (a) all of them  (b) all  (c) both  (d) neither  (e) sure  
 (vi) We ate ..................................... mangoes this morning   
        (a) uncooked  (b) cooked  (c) ripe   (d) white  (e) hot  
22. Re write sentences (i) –(v) using the correct tenses of the verbs in the bracket  

(i) Jackson usually wear T-shirt but when I last saw him he was (wear) 
......................... a kitenge t-shirt 
(ii) My father (have) ................. just (arrive) ................... when the visitors 
came.  
(iii) My leg was cut and it (bleed) .................... so much  
(iv) I (live) ........................ in Arusha for two years now  
(v) one who (fail) .................................. form Two exams must be sent 
back to standard seven!  

23. (A) Put a suitable pronoun in each blank space  
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My niece went to ..................... nephew and asked ...................................... if 
............................... would lend ................................... some money 
because...................................... wanted to buy a new pair of shoes.  
(B) Put possessive pronoun in place of the underlined words.  
 (i) I know its your key or your brother’s key  
 (ii) I don’t think that is my sister’s watch  
 (iii)I’m sure this is my pen. It can’t be mother’s pen  
 (iv) My car is older than your car  
(C) Put in a suitable REFLEXIVE PRONOUN in the space provided.  
 (i) The have organized ........................... quite efficiently  
 (ii) The injury ...................................... is not too serious  
 (iii) They can do the job by ........................................  
 (iv) Malima and I excused ................................... and hurried away for the 
journey  
 
24. The following sentences are divided into two. Match the first half in A with the 
second half in column B to make sensible sentences.  

A.  
1. Although we had good rain this year.  
2. Water kept flowing from the taps  
3. The students of Tambaza are cleverer  
4. Kiazi is one o fthe most cooperative sons  
5. Kaiza’s handwriting is the worst  
6. Kadege works as hard  
7. Nakijwa must learn to spend less  
8. This novel is not half as interesting  
9. This issue is too tough  
10. My girlfriend is not as ugly  
11. Mushi has lived here  
12. Although Sadiki works very hard  
13. He has completed standard seven  

 
B. 
(a) – Have ever seen  
(b) – as a bee  
(c) – than those of Tanga  
(d) – Since he was employed  
(e) – as the one I’ve just seen  
(f) – as yours.  
(g) – than 30,000/= a month  
(h) – still we had famine 
(i) – in spite of the announcement on the radio  
(j) – yet he is still dependent  
(k) – in his family  
(l) – as the one you read  
(m) – to solve  
(n) – as a bee, he still poor  
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 25. Use the word DESPITE in place of ALTHOUGH and make other necessary 
changes in the construction of the sentences. Do not use “the fact that”  
 (i) Although the Daladala overturned the passengers escape with minor 
injuries.  
 (ii) Although we tied him up, he escaped.  
 (iii) Although they did it very carefully, the police found it very easily.  

(iv) Although old people like traditional dances, they also admire modern 
dances.  

 (v) Although he was poor, he bought a car  
26. Join the following sentences using HOWEVER.  
 (i) Yanga play very well. Victory doesn’t seem to be on their side  
 (ii) Adam always studies hard. He doesn’t succeed well.  
 (iii) She always smiles. She can’t attract my attention  
 (iv) He drinks much. He doesn’t seem to get satisfied  
 (v) I work hard in my lessons. I always get poor marks.  
27. Rewrite the following sentences using words of opposite meaning to those 
underlined.  
 (i) I’m glad that you were early.  
 (ii) She is very strong girl  
 (iii) The little dog has a short tail  
 (iv) The apples were hard and sour  
 (v) The young lady went through the broad door.  
 (vi) The speedy runner was first in the race.  
28. Put a/n or the or some or (-) in these sentences  

(i) After Chacha had cut .................... fish into pieces, he cooked it in 
................... fire   

 (ii) Maua took ................................. baby in her arms.  
(iii) Juma went ............................ long way from ........................ hut. In 
........................ ende he found ............................... antelope and killed 
it. He put ...................................... antelope on his back. He suddenly saw 
................................... two men. So he hid in ....................................... 
bushes.  

29. Rewrite the following sentences as instructed in each sentences without 
changing the meaning as far as possible.  
 (i) I was very hot but we continued to work in the shamba  
      Begin: Despite _______________ 
 (ii) If I had not struggled hard, I would not have been here today.  
      Begin: Had __________________ 
 (iii) Elephants are larger than lions.  
      Begin: Lions are not ___________________ 
 (iv) Gold is used for many purposes. It is mined in Chunya and Geita  
      Join the two sentences using “which” _____________________  
 (v) Mabula was sent out the class. He beat Mrutu with a ruler.  
      Begin: Following __________________________ 
 (vi) If we study hard , we will pass the exams.  
      Begin: Unless _______________________ 
 (vii) Sikitiko asked me “Are you travelling to Makanya with your aunt?” 
      Begin: Sikitiko asked me if _______________ 
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 (viii) The student was very ill. She could not stand up without help from her 
friends.  
      Rewrite as one sentence using _____________ too _______________ 
to.  
 (ix) The methods turned out to be quite useful.  
       Rewrite as one sentence beginning: The methods which 
_______________ 
 (x) The villagers have filled in all the potholes on the road leading to the 
village.  
          Rewrite beginning: All ________________ 
 (xi) The experienced teacher got a scholarship abroad. I met him two years 
ago.  
       Re write using: ___________________ whom ___________________ 
 (xii) She is too weak to lift the box.  
        Use __________________ enough to ________________ 
 (xiii) George has finished reading the newspaper, _____________? 
       Add a question tag 
 (xiv) Although it was raining, we went to the farm.  
          Begin: In spite of __________________ 

 (xv) After failing the examination, he wished he (be) ________ more  
                    hardworking (Rewrite changing the verb (be) in its correct 
form)  
30. Put the following sentences into the PASSIVE VOICE  
 (i) Someone has locked the door and we can’t open it.  
 (ii) Did the noise frighten you?  
 (iii) You must account for every shilling.  
 (iv) People will laugh at you wear a hat like that  
 (v) They will send him to school on Monday  
 (vi) People gave the president a warm welcome.  

 
 
 
RESPONSE TO READING 
 31. Match the following poetic items in group A with group B by writing its letter 
corresponding  

GROUP A  GROUP B  

A. Person  
B. Refrain  
C. Rhythm  
D. Stanza  
E. Poet  
F. Themes  
G. Poetry  
H. Poem  
I. Rhymes  
J. Verses  

(i). Are repetition of group of lines  
(ii). Is a speaker in a poem  
(iii). Are regular beat  
(iv). Are similar sounds  
(v). Are group of verses  
(vi). Are lines form stanza  
(vii). Someone composes poem  
(viii). An art of collecting poem  
(ix). Is a piece of writing  
(x). The main object of a poem  
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32. The authors depict the experience of their own society and time but the issues 
tend to be universal. Justify this contention using two readings. (give four points 
from each novel)  
33. Elaborate how ignorance has been portrayed in two novels you have read.   
34. Read the following poem then answer the questions which follow .  
 The dying child 
 Thin and red,  
 Skinny and bald,  
 The boy groans on the ground.  
 
 Swollen stomach  
 Full of waste  
 Thin legs,  
 Thin arms,  
 Twitched 
 As the boy  
 Fight with flies  
 Over the empty plate.  
 
 Ten years old,  
 He looks older than ten,  
 And younger than young   
 And so small  
 As he wriggles,  
 Prisoner  
 Of his un proportioned body.  
 
 “Mother” shouts the boy,  
 “When I grow up 
 I will carry a gun  
 And not a pen”  
 
 “My son,” shouts the mother,  
 “My son,” cries the mother  
 “You will never live to carry a gun  
 There is no meat for us,”  
 
Questions  
(a) What is the poem about?  
(b) How many stanzas are there?  
(c) What are the possible two themes in the poem?  
(d) Who is the persona in this poem?  
(e) Is this poem relevant to your society? Give reasons for your answer.  
(f) What is the mood of the persona?  
(g) What type of poem is this?  
(h) What do we learn from the poem?  
(i) Comment on the language use in this poem.  
(j) Does the persona fear his enemy? Give reason for your answer.  
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35. Differentiate between the following.  
(i) Metaphor and simile  
(ii) Persona and character  
(iii) Author and poet  
(iv) Symbol and image  
(v) Message and themes  
 
36. Give the summary of any play you have reads in your school. The following 
hints will help you:-  

- The name of the book  
- The name of play wright  
- The setting of the play  
- Characters in the play  
- What is the play about  
- The themes in the play  

 
 
     

CIVICS 
1. Write short notes on the following terms.  

(a) Life skills. 
(b) Good leadership. 
(c) Democratic leadership. 
(d) Empathy. 

2. Explain the importance of life skills. 
3. By giving tine (5) point outline the significance of term work in development.  
4. A nation without having a good leadership is like a bird flying with one wing.  

Justify this statement in six (6) points. 
5. Explain five importance of self-confidence. 
6. Explain the qualities of good Leadership. 
7. Give a short note on the following terms. 

(a) Development.  
(b) Economic Development.  
(c) Social Development. 

8. Explain the indicators of Economic Development. 
9. Explain the four social services provided by the Tanzania government to her 

people. 
10. Outline the four challenges facing the Ed Sector in Tanzania 
11. Give the function of Bank on Economic development at list six points.  
12. Brief explain the challenge, which hinder provision of social services in 

Tanzania. 
13. Explain the factor for Economic Development at list six. 
14. Outline the vole of the government in Economic Development at list six point. 
15. With examples analyze different institution in Economic development. 
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16. Financial Institution played a big role in Economic Development, justify thus 
statement by giving (five point). 

17. With example give the meaning of Security Regulatory Authority (SSRA). 
18. Explain the function of Social Security Regulatory Authority (SSRA). 
19. Explain the function of central Bank in Economic Development in Tanzania. 
20. Explain the importance of formal sector. 
21. Explain the benefit of informal sector in Tanzania. 
22. Brief explain the problem facing informal sector. 
23. Brief explain the strategies used to improve Agricultural in Tanzania. 
24. Explain the function of commercial banks in Economic Development. 
25. Formal Sector has played a big role in Economic Development.  Discuss. 
26. Explain the way of improving the informal Sector at list five ways. 
27. Explain the importance of SACCOS in Economic Development. 
28. Explain the function of wan – giving institution. 
29. Brief explain the types of development. 
30. Outline at least seven problem facing the informal sector in Tanzania. 
31. Differentiate between formal and informal sector. 
32. How can the informal sector be improved? 
33. Despite the Achievement register by the government in the Education Sector 

the Sector is still facing numerous problem.  Justify this statement by giving 
seven point. 

34. Brief explain the objective of health services in Tanzania by eight point. 
35. Brief explain six (6) importance of standard gauge railway construction in 

Tanzania economic and social development. 
36. To what extend financial institution in Tanzania can pave the way to 

economic prosperity of Tanzania? 
37. Explain the role of the government in provision of social services. 
38. Despite the success in supplying a clean water there is various challenges 

facing water sector in Tanzania Discuss. 
39. Explain the role of the private Sector in provision of social services in 

Tanzania. 
40. Brief Discuss the challenges facing the provision of social services in 

Tanzania. 
41. What is social development. 
42. Assess the Achievement of the Tanzania government to provision of social 

services in Tanzania. 
43. Explain the limiting factor for Economic development. 
44. In five point, analyze the benefit of having effective government for Economic 

development 
45. Explain the five importance of decision making in Tanzania. 
46. Briefly explain the factor hindering the development of private sector in 

Tanzania. 
47. Despite her abundant resources Tanzania still consideration as a poor 

country. Justify this statement.  
48.  Suggest six measures which can be used to improve Agriculture sectors in 

Tanzania 

49. Explain the root causes of poverty in Tanzania  
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50.  Explain the strategies of alleviate poverty in Tanzania 
51. In six point Differentiate the Democratic leadership and Dictotarial Leadership  
52.  Financial institution are importance economic development. Discuss 
53. Assess the achievement of Tanzania government in provision of social 

services to the people 
54.  Briefly explain the causes of poverty in sub-saharan countries 
55.  Explain the qualities of state 
56.  Discuss six strategies applied by Tanzania government to reduce poverty 
57. Assess how government collect and spend its revenue. Give six point  
58. Life skills is an outdated topic. Discuss in six (6) factors 
59. Why democratic Leadership is prefer than any other types of Leadership 
60. Show how industrial sector plays a key role in the economics of any country 
61.  Suggest possible measure can be used the Tanzania government in reducing 

or elevation internal causes of poverty to her people. 
62.  List the importance of learn work in Tanzania 
63. List five aspects of individual life skills 
64.  Brief explain the sources of central government revenue 
65. Examine six internal causes of poverty 
66.  Explain the value of work in human development 
67. Write short note about citizenship 
68. Mention five types of citizenship 
69.  List types of work 
70.  Analyze the causes of Africa development dilemma despite of being endorsed 

with abundant natural resources 
71. Critically examine how poverty relates with environmental degradation (six 

point) 
72. Give a short notice of the following  

(a)  Life expectancy  
(b) Poverty  

73. The advantages of positive relationship 
74.  Explain the importance of self worth 
75.  Brief discuss the role of private sector in provision of social services 
76. “Tanzania is said to poor economically” with concrete example where 

applicable. Justify this contation. 
77.  Show the impact of povert in social economic Development in Tanzania 
78.  Mention indicator of povert 
79.  Explain why ignorance is believed to be one of the reason for povert in 

Tanzania 
80.  Discuss the problem facing Agriculture in Tanzania  
81.  Discuss the importance of good Leadership 
82. Discuss the achievement and failures of the government of Tanzania in 

provision of Education. 
83. Account for the current problems that hinder the rapid economic growth in 

Tanzania. 
84. Analyze the importance of industries to the last developing countries like 

Tanzania. 
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85. Among of the financial institution the Bank sector is growing very fast, Assess 
the strength, weakness of Banks in provision of financial sector in the 
country. 

86. Analyze the importance of industries to the last developing countries like 
Tanzania. 

87. Define development. 
88. Assess the environmental implications of rapidly growing population in 

developing country like Tanzania. 
89. Differentiate between state central economy and free market economy 
90. Examine the importance of life skills to the youth in Tanzania by giving six 

point 
91. Brief explain the function of central bank in Tanzania (B.O.T) 
92. The informal sector is one of the fast growing sector in economy.  Explain in 

six point 
93. Identify and explain six factors required for economic development. 
94. Agriculture is an engine for the government of economy “ Analyze six 

strategies which can be used to improve provision in Tanzania. 
95. Examine the problem facing government in provision of better health services 

to Tanzania 
96. Define poverty. 
97. Outline four indicator of poverty. 
98. List five strategies the poverty alleviation in Tanzania. 
99. According to J. K. Nyerere, explain the concept of good leadership at list five 

point  
 

Match the items in List A with the correct responses in List B by writing 
the letter of the corresponding response beside the item number. 
LIST A 
100. Matrilineal 
101. Bail 
102. 1961 
103. NEPAS 
104. Local Government 
105. Westminster Model of Democracy 
106. Public Sector Reform Commission (viii) Civic Responsibility 
107. Museum 
108. MONUC 

 
LIST B 
A. An institution responsible for the preservation of national traditions, customs 

and works of art.  Corruption Prevention Bureau. 
B. Economic initiative for sustainable development of Africa. 
C. Children belong to the mother’s family. 
D. Equal economic system. 
E. UN monitoring group in the Democratic Republic of Congo. 
F. A situation whereby a citizen is proved guilty before the court of law. 
G. Independence Constitution. 
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H. Commitment to bring the released person under arrest at the right time and 
place. 

I. Law making board. 
J. An institution which coordinates privatization in Tanzania. 
K. The national organ responsible for environmental management. 
L. An institution with authority over a specific political and administrative area. 
M. A new aid and trade agreement to support development and poverty reduction 

in ACP countries. 
N. Duties that every person to a certain country ought to do. 
O. Ministers are appointed from among the members of parliament. 
P. Independence of Tanganyika. 
Q. Crime against a person. 
R. A President is superior and has executive power. 
S. Inability to purchase or meet basic needs like food, shelter etc. 
 

Choose the correct answer among the given alternatives and write its 
letter beside the item number in the answer booklet(s) provided. 
109. The elephant tusk on the coat of arms represent 

A   State power    B    Natural resources 
C    National prestige    D    Peoples power 
E    National freedom 
110. Which of the following is NOT a correct characterization of the informal 

sector in Tanzania? 
A    Lack of permanent business premises 
B    Business activities are regulated by taxation laws  
C    Employees lack social security protection  
D    Employees have little job security  
E    Employees’ wages are often low. 
111. A gift that is given to the bride or her parents by the future husband in 

consideration for marriage is called 
A   Inheritance    B    Engagement ring 
C   Dowry    D    A wedding present 
E    A souvenir. 
112. When local governments enact laws in their areas of authority, the laws are 

called 
A   Standing orders B    Local government order 
C    Bills             D    Manifesto 
E    By laws. 
113. A condition whereby individual rights are restricted to safeguard the rights 

of other people is known as 
A   Protection of human rights B    Execution of the natural justice 
C    The rule of law                         D    Limitation of human rights 
E    Violation of human rights. 
114. In the United Republic of Tanzania, the Judiciary is headed by the 
A.    Chief Justice              B    Attorney General 
C     Director of Public Prosecution                        D    Prime Minister 
E     Minister for Legal and Constitutional Affairs. 
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115. The first permanent constitution in Tanzania was enacted in 
A. 1964  
B. 1965 
C. 1984  
D. 1977 
E. 1992. 

116. An organized body of persons who form an agency of the state is known as 
A   Government B    Executive 
C    Legislative D    The armed force 
E    Judiciary. 
117. The right to voluntarily belong to any organization is known as 
A   Freedom of expression B    The right to life 
C    Freedom of association D    Freedom of assembly 
E    Right to equality. 
118. Which of the following are Commercial Banks in Tanzania? 

A. GEPF, NBC and TIB.   
B. BNBC, CRDB and GEPF. 
C. NMB, SACCOS and NIHF.   
D. NBC, CRDB and PSPF.  
E. NBC, NMB and CRDB. 

 
ESSAY QUESTIONS 

119.  Discuss the Socio-economic and political impacts of massive influx of 
Refugees from neighbouring countries into Tanzania. 

120. Why is Tanzania considered as one among the least developed countries of 
the world? 

121. Discuss the various areas in which Tanzania has helped the United Nations 
in attaining its aims and objectives. 

122. Describe the characteristics of the colonial economy. 
123. Account for the social and economic consequences of the colonial economy 

in Zanzibar. 
124. Discuss the roles of Primary and District courts in Tanzania. 
125. What is COMESA? Outline its objectives. 
126. Discuss the efforts made by Tanzania in broadening the scope of democracy 

in the country. 
127. Account for the current problems that hinder the rapid economic growth in 

Tanzania. 
128. What are the merits and demerits of multiparty politics in Tanzania? 
129. Point out the main features of a centralized economy. 
130. Discuss the problems facing agriculture in Tanzania. 
131. Explain the meaning and advantages of a written constitution. 
132. Account for the problems which hinder the growth of the tourist sector in 

Tanzania. 
133. Why peasant production was predominant in Uganda than in Kenya and 

Tanzania during colonial period? 
134. What are the demands of the third world countries in the North - South 

dialogue as far as the demand for a New International Economic Order is 
concerned? 
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135. Describe the efforts made by the government of Tanzania to empower the 
women. 

136. Despite the successful periodic elections, Tanzania was not certified as a 
democratic state until 1992.Why? 

137. Examine the factors that influenced the development of Nationalism in 
Tanzania. 

138. Highlight the roles of a responsible citizen of Tanzania. 
139. To the underdeveloped economies of Africa foreign investors are inevitable. 

Discuss 
140.  Elections are important in ensuring popular participation in the governance 

process. Justify. 
141. With reference to Tanzania show how the constitution guarantees 

democracy. 
142. Suggest strategies to eliminate poverty in Tanzanian rural areas. 
143. Explain the role of local governments in speeding up social, economic and 

political development of Tanzania. 
144. How can civil societies control the abuse of power in government 

institutions? 
145. Justify the contention that many political parties are a necessary element 

for a democratic state. 
146.  Assess the environmental implications of rapidly growing population in a 

developing country like Tanzania. 
147.  What economic benefits will Tanzania gain from the current East African 

Community? 
148. Verify the statement that corruption is a social problem in Tanzania. 
149. Identify and explain the major sources of national income in Tanzania. 
150. In six points, differentiate democratic governments from non-democratic 

governments. 
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1. Multiple choice select the most correct answer  
i. First page of Website is termed as 

a. Homepage b. Index c. JAVA script d. Bookmark 
ii. Office LANS, which are scattered geographically on large scale, can be 

connected by the use of corporate 
a. CAN b. LAN c. DAN d. WAN 

iii. HTML stands for: 
A. Hyper Text Make up Language B. Hyper Terminal Markup Language C. 

Hyper Text Markup Language D. Higher Text Markup Language 
iv. A browser  

a. software to browse a source code B. antivirus software C. software that 
enables internet users to view web pages D. google chrome 

v. Why is it unethical to share copyrighted files with your friends? 
a. It is not unethical, because it is legal. b. It is unethical because the files 

are being given for free c. Sharing copyrighted files without permission 
breaks copyright laws 

d. It is not unethical because the files are being given for free. 
vi. A person who used his or her expertise to gain access to other people's 

computers to get Information illegally or do damage is  
a Hacker b. spammer c. instant messenger d. programmer 

vii. In a computer, most processing takes place in 
a. Memory b. RAM c. motherboard d. CPU 

viii. A result of a computer virus can NOT lead to ________.  
a Disk Crash .b Mother Board Crash .c Corruption of program .d Deletion of 
files 

ix. A………is a collection of data that is stored electronically as a series of 
records in a table.  
(a) Spreadsheet (b) presentation (c) database (d) web page  

x. URL stands for........ 
(A) Universal Research List (B) Universal Resource List (C) Uniform 

Resource Locator (D) Uniform Research Locator (E) None of these 
2. . Define the following terms Database, database management system 
3. Differentiate between the following 

i. A primary key and an index key 
ii. Text   and memo data type 
iii. Datasheet view and design view 

4. what is Spreadsheet 

(b)State two type of page orientation 
              (c)State common features in word processor application window 

5. define the following term 
i. Internet 
ii. Network 
iii. Intranet 

                     (b) Mention three web browser 
  (c) Mention four search engine 

6.   differentiate between hacking and cracking 
7.  Advantages of ant virus 
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8. Why do we need privacy in a computer system? 
9. Why is it important that you place your finger on the home key? 
10.  State five categories of keys found on traditional keyboard 
11.  Differentiate   between the following terms 

i. Delete and backspace 
ii. Num lock and caps lock 

12. Explain why modern computers are referred to as electronic devices 
13.  Explain four major components of computer hardware 
14.  Mention four output device    
15.  a student observed that a certain  computer has peripherals that are not 

physically   connected to the system unit using cable but they could still 
communicate with it effectively .explain this phenomenon 

16. Explain the influence of ICT in cultural changes   
17. Computer technology leads to employment as well as unemployment 

discuss with vivid example 
18.  Explain the effect of disposing electronic equipment’s to the environment 
19. Explain the phenomena of calling and receiving phone call 
20. Explain various media of data transmission 
21. Is there any necessity of having database system in any organization  
22. Describe various method of processing data 
23. Differentiate between primary storage and secondary storage 
24. List and describe the components of the CPU. 
25. Explain five negative effects of ICT on employment 
26. Explain (04) intervention measures against ICT crimes 
27. What is cyber-crime? 
28. Explain five (05) effects of disposing electronic equipment to the 

environment 
29. Outline five (05) the health hazards of watching a TV, using mobile phones 

or working with a computer. 
30. Explain in brief five (05) Things to ensure computer and information 

security.  
 

DIFFERENTIATE THE FOLLOWING TERMS  
31. ROM and RAM 
32. Application software and system software 
33. Worksheet and Workbook 
34. File and folder 
35. NTF and FAT file  
36. row and cell 
37. WAN and MAN 
38. UTP and STP cable 
39. System software and Application software 
40. android and window 
41. intranet and internet 
42. Differentiate between   Encryption and Virus. 
43. Text editor and word  processor 
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44.   Special and general purpose packages which are two categories of 
application software 

45.  Analog computer and Digital computer 
46. What is the difference between an absolute cell reference and a relative 

cell reference? 
 

DESCRIPTION QUESTIONS 
47. Outline two (2) measures you would use to secure a computer hard ware 

and Data 
48.  Differentiate between   Encryption and Virus. 
49. What is computer software? 
50.  Explain five (5) functions of an Operating system?  
51.   Explain briefly four (4) data processing methods.  
52. With the aid of a Cleary labeled computer block diagram, explain how a 

computer system works. 
53. explain the term Teleworking  
54. explain the term Biometrics 
55. explain the term Ergonomic 
56. explain the term Privacy 
57. explain the term security 
58. Explain five (5) functions of an Operating system?  
59.  Explain briefly four (4) data processing methods 
60. Outline two (2) measures you would use to secure a computer hard ware 

and Data 
61. Explain the roles of ICT in creating awareness on HIV/AIDS and 

Globalization. 
62. application of ICT in Education  system 
63. application of Law  enforcement  
64. application of ICT Science  and research  
65. application of ICT Banking  system 
66. application of ICT  e-commerce 
67. Describe briefly four service offered  by the Internet 
68. Explain the difference between a microprocessor and a Microcomputer 
69. State two (2) differences between LAN and WAN. 
70. state advantage and disadvantage of bus topology 
71. state advantage and disadvantage of mesh topology 
72. The computers are used all over the world, why people prefer to use 

computer than manual tools? Mention any two reasons 
73. What is meant by the term ‘data’? 
74. What is meant by the term ‘Information’? 
75. Explain four  effects  of  voltage  fluctuations on computers 
76. Explain what is meant by EFT? 
77. Describe  any  three(3) principal  features  of  an electronic mail system 

within an  
Organization 

78. Explain briefly five characteristics of first generation computers? 
79. what is fiber optic cable 
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KISWAHILI 

1. (a)Lugha ni mfumo wa sauti nasibu” Fafanua. 
(b)Je, wanyama wana lugha?  Toa sababu  

2. Kwa kutumia mifano miwili kwa kila muundo, taja miundo mine ya silabi 

3. Chunguza kwa makini nomino zifuatazo. Kisha kwa kuzingatia aina za nomino, tenganisha 
nomio hizo katika makundi yake:   mbuzi, Ashura, usingizi, kijiko, Januari, jeshi, matatizo, 
Zanzibar, kamati,  Mungu. 

4. Pigia mstari vitenzi katika sentensi zifuatazo na utaje ni aina gani ya kitenzi kwa kila tungo. 
(a) Yeye ni mwanafunzi hodari 
(b) Mwalimu alikuwa anataka kwenda darasani 
(c) Mimi nilikuwa mwenyekiti wa kikao hicho. 
(d) Mtoto anatembea harakaharaka. 
(e) Njoo. 
(f) Jiko li moto.  
(g) Huwa halali vizuri 

5. Bainisha aina za maeno yaliyopigiwa mstari katika tungo zifuatazo 
(a) Vizuri vimeibiwa 
(b) Anatembea kitoto 
(c) Alisoma kwa bidii ingawa hakufaulu 
(d) Viatu vya baba vimepotea 
(e) Maskini! Amepoteza kila kitu. 

6. Taja dhima tano za viambishi awali kwa mifao. 

7. katika kila tungo uliyopewa tenganisha vishazi huru na vishazi tegemezi  
(a) Mwalimu aliyekuja asubuhi anafundisha Kiswahili 
(b) Watawachagua waliohodari 
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(c) Katika msafara wa mamba na kenge wamo 

8. Kwa kutumia mifano, fafanua miundo mitano ya kiima 

9. Ghanganua sentensi zifuatazo kwa kutumia njia ya jedwali 
(a) Mwizi aliyeiba jana amekamatwa 
(b) Alikwenda sokoni 

10. Taja maneno mawili yanayoingia katika  ngeli za nomino zifuatazo: 
(a) I-ZI     
(b)LI-YA 
(c) KU 
(d) U-YA  
(e) U-ZI 

11. Je,lugha yako ina maneno mapya? Kama inayo, eleza namna maneno hayo yalivyoingia 
katika lugha yako.(hoja tano) 

12. Taja njia zilizotumika kuunda manenoyafuatayo: 
(a)Batamzinga 

(b)mtutu  
(c) chaki 
(d) sawasawa  
(e) mkeo 

13. Tumia viambishi vya o-rejeshi kuunganisha tungo zifuatazo 
(a) Mwanafunzi alichelewa. Mwanafunzi amepewa adhabu 
(b) Kitabu kinavutia. Kitabu kimenunuliwa sana 
(c) Godoro lilikojolewa. Godoro limeanikwa 
(d) Ukuta umefanya ufa. Ukuta umeangushwa 
(e) Kifaranga amepotea. Kifaranga ameonekana 

14. Toa maana tano za neno “ panda” kisha tunga sentensi moja kwa kila maana utakayotoa. 

15. (a) Eleza maana ya rejesta 

16. (b) Kwa kutoa mifano, taja mambo muhimu matatu yanayomuongoza mtumiaji wa lugha 
katika uteuzi wa rejesta  

17. Moja ya faida za misimu ni kuhifadhi historia yajamii. Toa mfano mmoja wa misimu zagao 
iliyovuma Tanzania katika vipindi vifuatavyo : 

(a) Miaka ya Azimio la Arusha 
(b) Njaa ya mwaka 1974/1975 
(c) Kipindi cha mfumo wa vyama vingi 
(d) Awamu ya tano ya serikali ya Tanzania 

18. Fafanua dhana zifuatazo: 
(a) Kishazi  
(b) Chagizo 
(c) Kiarifu 
(d) Sarufi 
(e) Sentensi 

19. Panga maneno yafuatayo kama yanavyotakiwa kuonekana katika kamusi 

20. (a) bunge    (b) bajia    (c) bomba    (d) biriani    (e) baskeli     (f) bungo     (g) bendera    
(h) bonde  

21. (i) birika     (j) baibui  

22.  Sentensi zifuatazo zina makosa, zichunguze kwa makini kisha uziandike kwa usahihi 
(a) Ninyi wote mmechelewa 
(b) Wanafunzi waliyosoma wamefaulu 
(c) Ngombe zake zimeuzwa 
(d) Walimu wamewakilisha michango yao 
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23. Eleza kazi za viambishi vilivyopigiwa mstari 

24. (a) alitukimbia       (b) nitakibeba       (c) kitoto        (d) ukila        (e) kilianguka  

25. Tenga kiima na kiarifu katika sentensi zifuatazo: 
(a) mwalimu wetu alitaka kufundisha wakati wa jioni  
(b) huyu si mwenzetu  
(c) Wale waliotukebehi juzi nimewaona wakitapatapa njiani 
(d) kijana mrefu mwembamba ameanguka 

26. kwa kutumia  njia ya mnyumbuliko, unda nomio mbili kwa kila kitenzi kifuatacho:  
(a) piga 
(b) cheka 
(c) ongoza 
(d) imba 

27. Eleza namna barua za kirafiki na za kikazi zinavyotofautiana 

28. Badilisha simu ifuatayo ya maandishi kuwa barua 
 
 

 
 

 

29. Eleza maana ya 
dhana zifuatazo:  

a) Pijini 
b) Krioli 
c) Lahaja 

30. Kuna tofauti gani kati ya kukua kwa lugha na kuenea kwa lugha? 

31. Kiswahili ni kiarabu kwa jina lake lakini ni kibantu kwa tabia zake. Jadili 

32. “Lugha ya Kiswahili imetokana na lahaja za kibantu” thibitisha kauli hii kwa kutoa hoja mbili 
kueleza chanzo cha lahaja na hoja tatu kuhusu matumizi ya lahaja katika Kiswahili sanifu 

33. Jadili ni kwa namna gani vyombo vya habari nchini Tanzania vinavyotumika kukuza na 
kueneza Kiswahili 

34. Kwa kutumia hoja tano, onesha juhudi za waarabu katika kukuza na kueneza Kiswahili 
nchini wakati wa utawala wao.  

35. Toa tathmini fupi kuhusu mafanikio na matatizo ya Kiswahili wakati wa waingereza  

36. Je, fasihi simulizi ina umuhimu gani katika jamii yako? 

37. Eleza tofauti iliyopo kati ya hadhira ya fasihi simulizi na hadhira ya fasihi andishi 

38. Chora mchoro unaoonesha tanzu za fasihi simulizi na vipera vyake 

39. Fafanua kwa mifao dhana zifuatazo:  

40. Nahau     (b) Tashihisi      (c) Tarihi    (d) Mubalagha    (e)Methali 

41. Andika methali nyigine moja kwa kila methali yenye maana sawa na methali zifuatazo: 

42. Siri ya kaburi aijuae maiti 

43. Umoja ni nguvu utengano ni udhaifu 

44. Subira huvuta heri 

45. Samaki mkunje angali mbichi 

46. Mgaagaa na upwa hali ugali mkavu 

47. Fafanua changamoto nne zinazoweza kujitokeza kwa kuhifadhi fasihi simulizi katika 
maandishi 

48. Kama ungekuwa kiongozi wa nchi, ungewashauri wasanii wa kazi za fasihi simulizi 
wahifadhi kazi zao kwa kutumia njia ipi?  Eleza na toa sababu za jibu lako 

49. Tunga  majigambo yenye beti tatu kuhusu simba au yanga 

HALIMA SAIDI SLP 50 LIWALE NITAKUJA  KWAKO 
MWEZI HUU 
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50. Jadili mambo yanayodhihirisha uhai wa fasihi simulizi 

51. Tunga shairi la kimapokeo lenye beti nne kuhusu ugonjwa wa korona 

52. “Wahusika wa kazi ya fasihi ni mfano wa kuigwa na jamii kwa tabia na matendo yao” 
thibitisha kauli hii kwa kutumia hoja tatu kwa kila muhusika kutoka katika tamthiliya mbili 
ulizosoma  

53. “Maazo ya waandishi wa kazi za fssihi wakati mwingine hutokea kuwa chanda na pete” 
Jadili ukweli wa kauli hiyo kwa kutumia hoja tamthiliya mbili ulizosoma  

54. Jadili dhana ya uongozi wa nchi kama ilivyojadiliwa katika diwani mbili ulizosoma 

55. “Washairi ni wataalamu wazuri waliobobea katika kutoa ujumbe kwa jamii’ Thibitisha kauli 
hii kwa kutumia diwani mbili ulizosoma 

56. “Msanii ni kinda la jamii husika” jadili kauli hii kwa kutumia hoja tatu kutoka katika riwaya 
mbili ulizosoma 

57. Kutokana na mabadiliko yanayoikumba jamii, baadhi ya methali zimepitwa na wakati. 
Thibitisha hoja hiyo kwa kutumia methali tano 

58. “Kero zinazojitokeza katika maisha husababisha migogoro katika jamii” jadili kwa kuonesha 
kero zilizojitokeza katika riwaya mbili ulizosoma jinsi zilivyosababisha migogoro.  

59. Kwa kutumia diwani mbili ulizosoma,eleza jinsi taswira tatu kutoka katika kila diwani 
zilivyotumiwa na msaniikuwasilisha ujumbe kwa jamii 

60. (a)Nini maana  ya sanaa? 
(a) (b)Taja kazi  sita za sanaa unazozifahamu                         

61. Utungaji ni nini? 

62. Unafikiri kwanini tunasoma utungaji? 

63. Taja vitu vitatu muhimu katika utungaji 

64. Elezea kila kimoja hivyo vitu vitatu ulivyovitaja katika swali la tatu 

65. Taja aina za insha ulizojifunza 

66. Taja vitu vitano vya kuzingatia unapofanya ufupisho 

67. Je kuna umuhimu wa kuandika kila wazo la mwandishi unapofanya ufupisho, kama 
ndio/hapana eleza  

68. Kwanini? 

69. Taja na kuelezea mambo muhimu unapoandaa hotuba. 

70. Je, kuna umuhimu wa kuwafikiria/kuwajali wasikilizaji wa hotuba yako?,kama ndio/hapana 
kwanini? 

71. Wewe ni muhitimu wa kidato cha nne mwaka 2020, katika Shule ya Sekondari 
DodomaAndika barua ya kuomba kazi ya ukarani kwa Mkurugenzi wa Jiji la Dodoma S.L.P 
4929 Dodoma. Jina lako liwe Pondamali Kufakwaja wa S.L.P 1122 Kazuramimba Kigoma 

72. Andika insha isiyozidi maneno (mia mbili) 200 na yasiyopungua maneno (miamoja hamsini) 
150 kuhusu ugonjwa wa Korona. 

73. Andika barua kwa rafiki yako Fitina Yanini umuelezee kuwa utakapomaliza shule utaenda 
kumtembelea kijijini kwao Milo S.L.P 7390 Njombe 

74. Eleza kufanana na kutofautiana kati ya ngonjera na tenzi 

75. Fafanua tofauti kati ya fani na maudhui 

76. Ngonjera ni moja ya tamthiliya? Jadili kwa mifano huku ukitoa hoja tatu 

77. Mhakiki ni nani? 

78. Taja sifa tano za mhakiki wa kazi za fasihi 

79. Je, unafikiri unaweza kuwa mhakiki wa kazi ya fasihi Andishi?,ndio/hapana kwanini? 

80. Fasihi ni mwamvuli, jadili kauli hii 

81. Taja tanzu za fasihi simulizi 

82. Katika kila tanzu ulotaja hapo juu orodhesha vipera vya kila moja ya tanzu 
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83. kutoka swali la 20 chagua vipera viwili katika kila tanzu, kasha elezea kwa kifupi kufanana 
na kutofautiana kwa vipera hivyo 

84. Eleza maana ya kughani 

85.  Miviga ni nini? 

86. Mnamo mwaka 2015 Oktoba Mh Rais Magufuli aliapishwa. Je uapisho huo ni mviga?, kama 
ndio/Hapana elezea kwa kifupi sana 

87. Unafikiri kwanini watu hawafanyi kabisa matambiko siku hizi?, jadili kwa hoja mbili tuu 
huku ukitoa na mifano madhubuti 

88. Taja tofauti tano stahiki kati ya fasihi simulizi na fasihi andishi 

89. Nafasi ya mwanamke ni dhana iliyojadiliwa na waandishi wengi, jadili kauli hii kwa kutumia 
riwaya mbili ulizosoma. 
Mwandishi ni mwalimu wa jamii jadili kwa kutumia riwaya mbili ulizosoma   

90. Ugonjwa wa UKIMWI ndio dhamira pekee iliyo jadiliwa na waandishi wengi, jadili kauli hii 
kwa kutumia tamthiria  mbili ulizozisoma 

91. Washshairi wengi wamejadili sana dhana ya uongozi mbaya katika kazi zao, kwa kutumia 
diwani mbili ulizosoma jadili kwa mifano madhubuti kauli hii  

92. Elezea kufanana  na kutofautiana kwa muundo na mtindo katika diwani mbili ulizo soma 

93. Nini maana ya mashairi ya kimapokeo? 

94. Nini maana ya mashairi ya kufokafoka? 

95. Kinabahari ni nini? 

96. Nini maana ya mshororo? 

97. Eleza kwa mfano maana ya mzani/mizani katika ushairi? 

98. Je, unaelewa nini kuhusu dhana ya kina? 

99. Kirai ni nini? 

100. Taja aina 5 za virai kwa mifano 

101. Kishazi ni nini? 

102. Taja aina mbili za vishazi na elezea  kila moja kwa mifano 

103. Andika vishazi viwili unavyovifahamu  

104. Ainisha aina za maneno katika tungo zifuatazo; 

105. Mkoba wake wa madaftari ni mdogo sana 

106. Wale wanawari wamekula wali wote 

107. Mnyekiti wa kata yam kata amchelewa kufika kazini 

108. Yule ni mpole sana 

109. Nani ameiba kitabu changu? 

110. Onesha viambishi katika maneno yafuatayo, kasha eleza kazi ya kila kiambishi 
a) ImbianaPigwa 
b) Kimbia  
c) Hawapikiki 
d) Ogeshwa 

1. Eleza matumizi ya lugha katika tamthilia mbili ulizosoma 
2. Ukombozi wa mwanamke hukwamishwa na mwanamke mwenyewe.jadili kauli hii kwa 

kutumia tamthiliya mbili ulizosoma 
3. Badilisha vitenzi vifuatavyo kuwa nomino 

a) Tuma 
b) Imba 
c) Kimbia 
d) Andika 
e) Jenga 

4. Je, kuna aina ngapi za makosa katika sarufi? Yataje 
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5. Elezea namna viungo vyako vya mwili vinavyosaidia katika uwasilishaji wa kazi za fasihi 
simulizi 

111. Umejifunza nini kupitia tamthilia mbili ulizosoma  

112. Elezea maana ya methali zifuatazo 
a) Siku za mwizi ni arobaini 
b) Maskini akipata matako hulia mbwata 
c) Ganda la muwa la jana chungu kaona kivuno 
d) Baniani mbaya kiatu chake dawa 
e) Vyote vin’gavyo si dhahabu 

113. Maneno yafuatayo yameundwa kwa njia gani? 
a) Ufagio 
b) Beberu 
c) Bori 
d) Nyamafu 

114. Elezea kinagaubaga kufaulu na kufeli kwa mwandishi kimaudhui huku 
ukirejea riwaya mbili ulizosoma 

115.  Mandhali ndio kipengele pekee kinachoifanya kazi ya fasihi andishi 
ikubalike na wasomaji wake. Jadili kauli hii   
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